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to the difference In the temperatures
and climates. But, in Alaka, It la realized that there may be a material
saving in the vegetable ration by the
use of the canned potatoes and onions, provided, of course, the canning
can be done at. reasonable cost.

POPULAR VOTE'S VICFATALITIES
TORY IN STATE
ON FOURTH
OF OREGON

USUAL LIST

STRIKE MADE

OF

IN HOLY CITY

BY CABMEN

v Casualties.

Throne Again.
ENDANGERED

SCIENCE

BY FLOATING

DOCK COLLAPSES

Electrical Plant at Greenwich. Fatally at Omaha-Chol- era
Better at Manila-Hi- gh
Chinese Turkestan Has
Trestle Falls.
Been Explored.
Interesting
Constantinople, July
freports
of
strike of the cabmen

Chicago, July

5.

Holy City have arrived from Je-- mary of deaths and Injuries caused
rusalem. K was brought about In the throughout the United States by the

i

following manrotr:
'
The Turkish authorities, moved at
'last by the bitter conipjalnts of the
traveling public, made a feeble attempt to grapple with the crying evil
of the scandalous evercharglng ou the
wart of tiie local Jhus and the horse
and carriage owners, from which vis
itors to tne cradle o Christianity
have suffered so long. A regular tar
iff of legal fees was introduced, much
to the disgust of the drivers and
proprietors, who saw their revenue,
obtained from fleecing tourists, appre
ciably diminished In future. So they
struck in a body, and for the first
time, pedestrians could proceed on
their way unmolested 'by the clouds of
malodorous dust whirled up by the
on
nondescript
boxes
miserable
wheels known as public conveyances.
A crowd assembled at the well known
Jaffa Gate, enjoying tne spectacle of
foreign visitors
arriving by train
from Jaffa, tramping with their lug
gage through the thick dust: to their
destinations.
The strike, however.
only lasted a few days. The city au
thorlties gave way to the demands ot
the strikers and the tariff was with
drawn. Intending tourists will do
wH to remember that thev still re
main in the ibands of the "Philistines"
when tley visit Jerusalem.

.

'

PRESIDENT CASTRO
RESUMES THE REINS
Caracas, Venezuela, July 5. Presi
dent Oastro, who retired from the
position of president cf Venezuela
more than two montihs ago, today re'
aumed .the duties of his office, relieving Vice President Gurnet,
had assumed the duties of the president during the lafcter's retirement.
It is understood that Castro did not
wish to resume the presidency, but
was forced by Gomez, who threatened
to call an extra session of the Vene
zuelan congress In case Castro should
refuse to resume his position. The
change was not accompanied by any
sensational circumstances and there
was 110 interruption in tne regular
routine of the various government of

celebration of the Fourth. At an early
hour today the figures were as follows: Dead. 38: by firework. 8; by
cannon, 1; by firearms, 11; by explosives, 7; by toy pistols,!; by runaway,
1 ; by drowning, 5.
.
The Injured numbered 2,789, exceedl he tire
ing last year's list by 358.
'
loss was $66,450.
persons were
last year forty-tw- o
killed outright on the Fourth and when
lockjaw and other diseases induced by
Injuries completed their work, 4"
lives had been' sacrificed.

INTERESTING DISCOVERY
MADE IN ARCHAEOLOGY

Berlin, July 5. At the last meeting
of the Academy of Sciences in this
city some interesting details were
given of the success attained by the
Prussian Exploration Expedition to
Chinese Turkestan.
A letter was read from Prof.
"
dated "Komura, near
stating that the Mingoi Caves
had been explored, but that the expected find of manuscripts 'had proved
insignificant,
the Japanese having
cleared most of them away In 1903.
.10st interesting archaeological discoveries, however, were made.
Remains were found of persons belonging to a red haired, blue eyed
race, evidently the founders of the
.liugoi Caves, and learing garments
cf unmistagalily Iranian origiu. A
number of huge iron swords were also
eisoovered. Search revealed the exigence of further numerous Buddhist
frescoes containing many figures. The
Temple etnied, In fact, to have been
a sort of Budubistic pantheon.
l,

Kut-cha,-

EXSURVEYOR GENERAL
RECEIVES SENTENCE.
Portland. Ore.. July 5. Henry
former I'nited Staies surveyor
general fur the district of Oregon,
was today sentenced by Judge Silver-toIn Hie luiied States court,
to
pay a tine of $i!50 each on twenty-ons
at
founts. and to serve sixty tfa
::.! lab r i:t the penitentiary at Mceighteen
ou each of the
Neil's
couats for conspiracy to defraud 'he
ytoveninienr
connection with iand

Mel-tirun- i,

n

e
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HUDSON

RIVER GOLFERS
HOLDING TOURNAMENT.

Chauncey.

V..

July

&.

tw'.imainent

.

TRESTLE

FORTY-FIV-

E

FEET HIGH BREAKS
Monongaheln, Pa., July 5. One man
was killed and five seriously Injured
today by the collapse of a' trestle
forty-fiv- e
feet high at Shire Oaks, nine
miles west of here.

the holghth of fashion, she was just
the woman to attract much attention.
"Tes, l.m Edith Terry, but please
don't write me up harshly, Mr. Newspaperman." So beseached Edith Terry, the erstwhile wife of the dashing
Captain Terry, of the United States
army, whose divcrce in February,
trom the star of Crabtrees "Show
Girl" of four years ago. attracted much
attention In army circles. The papers
were full of It, and of winsome pictures of the woman who sought relief.
"That divorce business is quite a
painful subject for me won't you
talk of something else? Let. me show
you my dog. he's an Angora poodle
and his. name is 'Monkey. "
It was a lucky poodle
that was
pulled from out the baggage car and
taken for a stroll at the end of a
chain. The green grass at the
station looked good to lilm.
But just then the conductor called "all
aboard."
Miss Terry was on board the flyer
going to San a Monica, Cal., to be the
guest of -- er uncle anu aunt. General
and Mrs. Wiley Weils. Since her divorce, sne had len stopping at her
blue grass home At touts vllle, Ky.
"But rumor ihas It that jc-- are to
be married again?" queried the reporter.
"Yes, I ui to bo married In January, but that's nobody's business but
my own."
-- But what's his" name?"
"Name? - "WWK he'r.
California
millionaire; that's enough. Of course
he'd be a millionaire.
"Don't be too hard on me," and
the train was gone, wltn iMiss Terry
with the Angora poodle In her arms.
In
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BY TRAVELLED VISITOR
FROM THE FAR NORTHEAST HIS
VISIT HERE IS A REVELATION
WHAT TOURIST TRAVEL HAS
DONE FOR MAINE
THROUGH

ADVERTISING.

Edward T. Wing, a prominent citizen of Portland, Me., is a visitor to th
city. Mr. Wing Is enjoying his vaca
tion In visiting New Mexico for the
first time, though as a member of one
of the three geographical societies of

this country he has visited nearly all
parts of this great nation.
To a Citizen representative Mr.
Wing expressed his astonishment at
what he had seen in his trip to this
city. "In our country,''
said Mr.
Wing, "the people generally think that
New Mexico's population consists almost entirely of vaqueros (cowboys),
whose costume consists of tight trousers, no shoes. Immense spurs, cotton
shirt, tall, silver embroidered hat, gorgeous waist scarf with any number of
pistols and knives stuck therein, and
whose highest amusement Is afforded
by killing or scooting lue tenderfoot.
Do you know." said Mr. Wing, "I have
yet to see the first illustration ot this
typical Idea of the New Mexico citizen? On the contrary, I have found
vigorous
enterprising,
an active,
flourishing
citizenship,
American
towns, and a native population which
as far as I have been able to see is
industrious, intelligent and

(Note A number of states n6w give
the people an opportunity to express
their preference for senator at the
contingency has
polls.
A looked-Io- r
at last aiisiji, when the people void
one way, and the complexion of the
legislature was that of another party.
Senator Gearin haB shown himself
square politician In
the
the following statement he has written especially for this newspaper.
Editor.)
high-minde- d,

ff
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ELECTRIC

'
Senator from Oregon.
Oregon has lead all other states In
the union in the movement to bring
about the election of federal senators
by popular vote. Recently an amendment to the state constitution was
adopted providing for a direct primary
nomination of all candidates for office,
Including United States senators. Under the terms of this law each of the
two great parties in their primaries
nominate a candidate for senator.
IjUter, in the general
election, the
people vote for their choice as between the two candidates who have
been named by the political parties.
The Intent of the law is that w hoever
shall receive the popular majority
shall be elected to the Untied States
senate by the legislature. It will be
understood, of course, that such
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tame This crinclple will be applied
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house-assuranc-

a

Washington, July 5 Steps have been
taken by the Navy Department to
have the rennsylvania and the Colorado put in condition for a long tour
Not
of duty in the China station.
only will the engineering and firing
room outfits of the ships be thoroughly overhauled and restored, but here
will be a niaierif change in the
of the turrets and In the location of the dfctrical
fixtures on
board the ships, especially those ctmiihi'ImI uith tLiiil itittiateil ."11 Ihu wd'Ik
of the turrets. It is proposed, in the
first place, to minimize the chances
of accidents as a result of sparks
irom any or me eieciricai fittings, as
was the casf 011 board the Kearsarge.
I', will cost about f 1,001 to make the
changes by covering the fixtures or
removing them to places outside the
tin rets. The al'.erations in the turare regarded as nces-sarret
olicy now
in confirming to u
adopted ot decreasing the speed of
the tunets. It was once considered
tmn a liiruf a a
ui.u f,. I,., o)il.
rapidly a.s possible; now the most efficient results is to keep the turret

Petersburg, July

LINE TO TRAVERSE THE

For China Service.

SHIP CHANGES

IN DEADLY

St.

.

Congress Out of Business United States
Judge For China Pennsylvania and
al

St. Petersburg,
July 5. Emperop
Nicholas has taiten the almost unprecedented step of publicly, directing
Grand Duke Nicholalevitch, command- r of the forces of tha mllharv district
of St. Petersburg, to Investigate and
take measures to atop the disorders
among the troops. General Oieroft, oC
the first guard division, and General
Gadon, commander of the Preohra-Jensk- y
regiment, which recently expressed by resolution Its sympathy
with parliament, have been dismissed;
,
In disgrace.
All attempts to purge the army of
the spirit of disloyalty, will, however,
probably prove futile. The revolutionists are rejoicing at the success ot
what they regard as the final phase ot
the work of preparing for the coming;
revolution. Further extension ot the
agrarian disorders Is reported. The
Issues ot five great newspapers In this
city were confiscated last night. Over
two hundred papers in the Interior
have been seized during the last fortnight.

e

ABOUNDS EVEN WITH

Washington, Julv 5. Attorney C,Pn-erIbbeus R. Wllfley, of the Philippine Islands, has been apointed
Judge of the I'nited States court in
China, which is to repluce in a large
measure the present consular court.

SttEilS

THE

GRANDE

WASHINGTON NEWS

orado

are Dismissed
Favoring Douma
and Member

EARNEST.
There was
a stormy scene In the lower house of
parliament today, which further emphasized the split between the constitutional democrats and their, radical allies, the group of toil. M.
radical Cossack mem!er, was
beaten last night by the police, after
exhorting a crowd of people to resist
the police, who were breaking up a
mass meeting. '. When. tUe house open- ALFRED VINCENT
ed today SldelnlkofT proposed that
DIES IN SWITZERLAND,
V
the house Interpolate the minister of
July 6. Al the Interior, asking him what measGeneva. Swttaerland.
fred Vincent, a member of the fed ures had been taken to punish the poeral council, end vice' president of the licemen guilty ot assaulting a memRed Crosa conference, died today.
ber of parliament, and to prevent tha
recurrence of aucli, incidents.
NOW
THE LONGWORTHS
M. AlLaritn tha flttrv tkntnn tt rfhjs
EN ROUTE TO PARIS. house, made a wild harrangue In deUmtlon, July 6. Congressman Nich- nunciation of the government for perolas lvongworth and Mrs. Ixmgworth mitting such violations of tne inviostarted tnis morning for Paris.
lability of the person of the mt mliers.
He declared that he expressed
the
views of the group of toil In announcing that such Incident recurred,
no minister would be permitted to
ii ak In the house, and he could uot
answer for their personal safety. The
speaker was finally forced, amid wild
VALLEY
tumult, to leave the tribune. Interior
e
Minister atolpylnga gave the
that ample measures would
he taken to insure the inviolability ot
Development Company, members,
and if the police had been
guilty In this case they would be punished.
Cries of derision compelled
Will Build From
the minister to cease speaking. Prea- ident MourmUeff adminls'tered a severe rebuke to the members of the
to Belen.
ten ior lowering me aignny ot tne
house. The Interpellation was adopted unanimously.
VALLEY AND ALBUQUERQUE
SOLDIERS TO BE SHOT
DIDN'T SHOOT PEOPLE
the richest valley in the territory, that Tiflls, Caucasia, July 6. A general
now are inclined to stay away, or strike has been declared by the pro
seek, other locations, owing to the un- letariat organizations here in sympathy with the demand for the pardon of
certainty of the present irrigation fa- twenty-seven
soldiers sentenced to be
cilities, and, altogether, the project
on
would eveptually work wonders In A- shot because they refused
lbuquerque and the Rto Grande valley. the populace during the disturbances
Besides these advantages that are here last March. If the condemned
certain to accrue from the building men are executed a revolt of the garof such a line, the sugar trust has rison is feared,
already agreed to come Into the valley
and establish a mammoth sugar beet POLICEMEN INDICTED
FOR SHOOTING JEWS
factory as soon as they are guaranBlalystok, Russia, July 6. General
teed as much as 6,000 acres of sugar
Pogalevskl,
governor gen
temporary
beet lands, so that they would feel
assured that their factory would be eral of Blalystok, which la still under
kept busy, and consequently a paying martial law, has dismissed the mayor
proposition. This, In Itself, would because he refused to accept a petimean an increase of revenue for the tion from the inhabitants asking for
entire valley and Albuquerque inhab- the convocation of an extraordinary
session of the town council to deny
itants.
The sugar bent proposition has been the accuracy of the report of General
demonstrated too many times in other Bader, former governor general, on
localities to need any arguments as to the recent massacre of the Jews here.
possibilities, both Twelve policemen have been Indicted
its money-makin- g
for the farmer who raises the beets for participation in the rioting.
and the manufacturers and stockholders of the factory.
A
With the building of the line farmers would be approached, the sugar
beet proposition explained to them, its
advantages demonstrated, and conBIG
tracts signed with them to furnish
the factory so many pounds of sui;ar
PMllac.eli'hla, Pa., July 5. The third
beets each season at the prevailing
market price per pound, which would annual summer school of the I'niver-assure the factory products sufficient- sity of Pennsylvania opened today for
ly large to make the establishing of it a term of six weeks. The enrollment
ptofttable. As stated
the sugar is larger than during the first two'
The enrollment at the first
trust has entered Into an agreement years
with the proposed valley line com- summer school was 137, at the second
pany to build the factory 011 assur- 212, but this year It la more than 3oO.
ance that they can secure sufficient The courses this year ave been in
ept ased and tne faculty has been en
beets to keep the plant In oper.it Ion.
While the Rapid Transit Power De- larged,
lhe curriculum includes
almost the entire course of the col
velopment company's plans have
to the point where they are lege in a somewnat abbreviated form,
There
beginning to make urrangemt uts for but with essentials retained.
starting active operations in the are no entrance examinations. The
premises, there still remains much to summer school has grown beyond the
be done, and an it will probably be use of teachers only, and many proSeptember before the remainder of fessional men, anxious to uit.ra
their bonds are placed, nothing defin- their general knowledge, attend the
ite is expected from the company re- course. llth men and woiun are adgarding their plans, before that time. mitted. The course, which will clooe
The matter of securing rights of way, on August lb, is under the direct ku
placing orders for ties, steel, copper of Prof. Arthur Hobson Quinn.
Iu addition to the regular lectures
wire, etc., will also take time, but
that the line will eventually be built, and recitals there will be a number of
and that active operations looking to excursions during the summer for the
this end will be commenced this fall, members of the summer school. These
will be In charge of Dr. James F. W'll-laru assured fact, as the reIs almost
the Harrison Fellow in History.
mainder of the bonds will have
he Uulverslty
placed by thi-- t time, and as It is the Anions other place
c
present intentions of the compauy to Observatory, Cramp's ship yard,
(iermanU'wn aud other places ot
start active operations as soon as all
Interest will be visited.
the bonds have been floated.
PLANTATION PROMOTER
SENTENCED FOR LARCENY.
Boston, Mass., June 6. Ferdinand
L, Borges, one of the promoters of the
Ubero Plantation company, was sentenced today to serve from twelve to
fifteen years In t'ne state prison for
larceny and conspiracy, by Judge
White. Borges was' sentenced on
eventy-turecounts of larceny.

law Is not mandatory and that the
legislature la not legally . !ound t
vote for the man recelvlug the popular majority. The legislatu.'e Is empowered to vol for who:') Ji will.
In fhe recent eefcfUH !ur Oregon'.
Jonathan Bourne, jr., was nomtuated
In the primaries by the republicans as
their candidate for United States
senator, and 1 was nominated by the
democrats. The election was close,
3000 majority
Mr. Bourne receiving
over me, although the state on all officials excepting governor went 25,000
republican. Immediately upon receipt
CAR
of reliable
information
that Mr.
Bourne had received the majority, I
telegraphed in reply to a request for
RIO
an interview for my home paper, the
Portland Journal, saying that It was
manifestly the duty 0 the legislature
next January to elect Mr. Bourne
senator, and I will steadfastly main- Rapid
Power
tain that position in the future.
I believe in election of senators by
Capital
popular vote; have always believed bo
In the past, and expect to continue my
advocacy of it in the future. I believe
Bernalillo
It will assist in bringing back to the
people the authority of government,
where it was designed of the fathers
that it should rest. Therefore, I am WILL WORK WONDERS FOR
urging the Oregon legislature to vote
for Mr. Bourne, as I should have expected him to do for me had I reA project having immense possibilceived the popular majority.
ities and with the building of an electric line to traverse the Rio Grande
valley from Bernalillo to Belen as its
principal object, Is now under way, the
Kapid Transit Power Development
company, incorporated in New York
00,000, havstate, with a capital of
ing already been organized, and the
majority of Its londs floated.
Colonel W. H. Greer, president cf
the Albuquerque Traction company, Is
president of the New York company
that will build the valley electric line,
but the two companies have nothing
in common, other than the working In
conjunction in the transferring of passengers, express and freight matter,
Coland the furnlshlug of power to the
new company.
The proposed Interurban line will
be built out of Albuquerque iu each
direction, up and down the valley, and
Atlantic station about August 15, with will eventually be completed to Berthe West Virginia and the Maryland. nalillo and Helen, and in addition to a
freight, express and passenger busitor tne Asiatic station.
ness will transmit power from their
trolley line to farmers along the
POTATOES AND ONIONS
DO WELL WHEN CANNED route for the purpose of operating irWashington, I. C, July 6. Com- rigation pumping plants, which, In itmissary trenersl Sharpe of the army self, will be a great boon to the farm
er, It having been demonstrated be
is In receipt of s me iinimrtant
from officers hi the Philippines yond the peradvt nture of a doubt t hat
and In Alaska on the value of can- the only practical means of irrigating
ned potatoes and canned onions of a in the valley, where at present irriganew type, sent out fr.tn practical ex- tion is an uncertain proposition, owperiment In the field with the idea ing to the fact that water from the
river Is only obtainable at certain
that they would aflord it suitable
f r the dcsi-iced vegetable, times of the year, and at other times
Mid where the fresli vegetables were too much water is forthcoming, is by
the pumping system, the latter being
not obtainable.
Tii- - idea is or.'- - w.iich was put Into a surety and much more economical
'rial by General Sharpe shortly after than the Irrigating by means ot
be became the head of the siibslsjnce ditches and the river.
department, and he Is gratified with
Willi cheap power for the cotiduct-i.i- 1
the generally favorable cumiutnt made
of pumping plants the farmer
by the officers
who conducted the would be. In a position to fnel Indet' sts, and the rejMirt that the canned pendent of the fit ments or th freakvegeohlts are rala'uliif and will be ish Kio Grande, and In addition to
very acceptable. e:;etially In the this, the project would bring under
Philippines.
The canned potatoes irrigation alley hinds not now easily
were used baked, fried and boiled, irrigable.
Such mi impetus as would be given
and lie canned onions were fried
with the potatoes, and also with meat, the valley by means of this project
stid lioih were used in a meat stew. could not help but work to the ultiThe iep rts show that the canned mate good and upbuilding of Albuh
veetEblet are t worthy substitute for querque, as the trolley line would
means lor a quick Ingress and
'he fre:-- h articles and will be tif
benefit to the troops. There egress to the principal city of the valwould' b;j u saving of loss from decay, ley, go that farmers could come to
wry cheaply, do their
provided the canning was properly
done, and the full vegetable ration, a "shopping," and return to their farms
necessity in the tropics, wouitl be In a very short space of time, bs comtheieby insured. In Alaka the results pared to the present factlities for the
of the tests were not so satisfactory same purpose.
1
as Is Indicated by the report
the
The puinplnif proposition would
Philippines, this probably being due have a tendency to bring farmers to
'

RUSSIA

DECLARES CURRENCY
QUESTION UNSETTLED.
Bluff Point, N. Y., July 6. Frank
A. Vandersllp, vice president of the
National City bank. New York, spoke
on "The Currency," at the New York
State Bankers' association meeting today. He said that the currency problem of this country was far from settled, and declared it the duty of the
New York association to lead In a
consistent movement for the betterment of conations.
HOUSE GETS MORE

u

well-to-do- ."

.Mr. Wing said thut in all bis travels, which had been both far and wide,
he never had seen any other place of
the size of Albuquerque and he had
been all over this town which ut all
approached this city in its city appearance and conveniences. "Why,
sir," exclaimed Mr. Wing, "your town
iu its sidewalks, business blocks and
residence property, its water, lightiug
and street car service, would put to
shame almost any town of twice its
size, in all the east."
It goes without saying
that Mr.
Wins? will take back with him to far-oPortland, Maine, a very different
idea of New Mexico fioiii that which
he brought with him.
There Is one
ltsson to learn from the visit of this
distinguished gentleman. He brought
with him some of the most attractive
advertising matter a good deal of It
f his town and sectiou, which this
writer has seen of any town or any
section. Me stated that last year
Maine profited to the extent of $0,im).-"01- J
alone from its influx of tourist.
Here is a lesson for Albuquerque. If
this extreme northeastern part of the
American I'nion could do thus well by
advertising it scenic beauties, what
could Aloiiqiierque not do so by proper
advertising of nil its numerous
Will the Commercial club
pleas.- lal.e notice and net accor-

fr

o

By JOHN M. GEARIN,

ALBUQUERQUE AS SEEN

Wimbledon, July 6. Miss May Sutton of California, today lost the ten
nis championship of Great Britain,
which she won last year,, being defeated by Miss Douglas by 2 to f..
FOR FIRST TIME THE
CUP LEAVES ENGLAND.
Henley, July 5. The crew repre.
senting tiie club Nautoqne le grand,
uetguim, dereated Trinity Hall. Cambridge, by three lengths In the final
for the grand challenge cup. Time,
7 minutes and 9 seconds.
The cup
leaves England
the first time.

' She was not
a large woman, neither
was she small. Her rosy countenance
wore the smile that won 1 come off,
nd her hair was very blond. Dressed

RECORD IN
MANILA ONE WEEK
'Manila, July 6. The cholera situation has improved. The report for

July 4 shows 28 cases and 19 deaths.
Five Americans have been seized with
the disease, two of whom died. The
disease is conflued to the native sections of .Manila. For the week ending
July 4 there were 116 cases and 99
'
Jeaths..

BLONDE WOMAN
WITH A POODLE

CHOLERA

-

but-itkil- l

A

IN

Belgium Beat Britian For the General Strike in Tiflis-Po-l- ice
Are Indicted For
Grand Challenge Cup
Killing Jews.
at Henley.

WYNNE'S

Washington, July 5.
tion of Captain F. Wynne, United
States marine corps, was accepted by
Secretary Bonaparte today.

J

1

DAILY WORSE

LOST TENNIS

GOES
The resigna-

Y

-

CALIFORNIA,

RESIGNATION

unidentified man, were recovered this
morning from the waters of Lake
Manawa, where last night at 10:40
over a hundred persons while watching the display of fireworks were, precipitated Into sixteen feet of water
from the floating dock. The dead are:
Mary Looney, Mary Sheehan, Bessie
Rosen-blooHiland, Mary West and
all of Omaha. Eight persons
were injured and h number are reported missing.

The anof the,
Hudson ilUt-- r iJolf Association opened!
hi? re ft. Is morning under the auspi' es(
of the
Ui.lf CIuli, on the links ding?
U the St. Andrews
dolr Club.
ERYAN VISITS LONDON'S
h the liate of the tournament
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
cirtuts with the date of the inviia-ic.i- i
London. July 5. William J. Bryan
tournament of tht Apawamis
Ciu ., the r.umbvr of entries is quite was an interested visitor to the house
ir.rludeii some ct the most of c. minims this afternoon, as the
'.:
experts in th's d!v gue.-- t of John Burns, president of the
pruuiiiu :.: f-.:
local govt iimeni board.
net.
.'.

rl'.anini.'tirin

II

e-

MATTERS GROW

of

-

MORE BODIES RECOVERED
FROM OMAHA CATASTROPHE
Omaha, July 5. Five more bodies,
four young Women of Omaha and an

fices.

UTILITY PRESSES ON
DOMAIN OF SCIENCE
London, July 5. At the last meet
ing of the council of the Jloyal As
tronomical Society the following reso
lution was unanimously agreed to
"That the council learn with deep
concern cf the danger threatened to
the Royal Olmorvatory, Greenwich,
trom the erection of a large electric
generating plant near tue observatory,
and desire to represent to the admiralty at the earliest opportunity their
conviction of the paramount importance of maintaining the integrity and
efficiency of Greenwich Observatory,
which has been adopted ag the reference point for the whole world." It
was furtuer resolved that a copy of
this resolution be forwarder to the
tirst lord of the admiralty.

Trv

to-

I

STERILIZER TO
BE USED IN THE ARMY
Waftiington, U C, July 5. Prompted by the succoss in that direction
achieved by the Japanese during the
war with Ktissla, experiments are be- Championship
Great Officers
ing conducted by the War Department
authorities with a method of sterilBritain, Which She Won
For
izing drinking water for the soldiers
on the march. A portable device will
be usd. which oan be transported ty
Last Year.
two or four i.ores. An effort will J?
made to get a sterilizer In which wood
and coal may be used for 'heating, as
It might be difficult, sometimes, to ob- MISS
DOUGLAS HOLDS IT BEATEN IN
tain petroleum, which Is used In the
exc;rlmcnts.
CAPTAIN

t

j;

in day publishes its ninth annual sum-

the

a Cincinnatus.
'

The Tribune

5.

Polls, Tells the Democratic Legislature
to Elect His Republican Opponent
Pacific Coast State Develops

Is

MIK xllTTHW

WATER

President Castro of Vene- Chicago Tribune Makes
Senator Gearin, Democrat, Defeated at the
Hasty Summary of
zuela Comes Into His

NUMBER 1G3
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lut tunm
Mir

m

They were t.iere when the storm
broke that disrupted the old management nnd now nobody know what to
do with tiiem. no they stay there,
The
gathering dust and cobwebs.
value of each, gauged by Its cost. Is
said to have n t been less than $1".
wholesale. The pnotographa are all
ne,' large sitecimens ana tney are
m
havriwoon
tastefully
mounted
frames nearly four feet square.

ciTiztn

as

Mktr

If

O&tta PubQtklai Company

Nobby Apartment

0XKXKaCKXt0X

THERE IS
SATISFACTION

House.

IN

An apartment house that is expect-ed by Its designers to eclipse all
furnishings
and
oi Iters In tasteful

rWraalllle
Pintml AJbqnerqe.

Ma CMy

THURSDAY, JULY

BO

I

SINO

A

TOILET SOAP

JUST

SUITED

TO

THE

NEEDS OF YOcR SKIN. WE
HAviJ A VERY COMPLETE

arrangements for the comtort of ten- nts, Is shortly to ue erected in Har
lem. The architects have endeavored
OrauMMi
to utilize the latest ideas in apartTteUrsMl Not
ment house construction and the plans
for the building indicate that it will
it
ave several features that are out or
toe ordinary In dwellings of the kind.
1M
The style of architecture win ne
French Ootlilc. The entrance hall Is
notify by Curler. 60c ptr month to be flnlsued In Carrara marble, with
From
sculptures and bronze work.
m tm
the salon hall a stone staircase 'M
a W M mm
lead to a large central court, with a
On the side will be stone
nerroln
net tee h and niches for statuary
hnlldlna- - Is to be four stones
Th
rr r
ufjx
tM a mrm.
--V i
SiMiwp
high, with four apartments of six or
elgiht rooms on each or me upper
roHMX Owrtn.
floors. The dining rooms are to "have
Vn
a
nmv valnspoatiriir. surmounted by
s
pmrmk
a
Ikr
ate
Mali
liitrh shelf and English tapesme
Solid oak beams will oe used In the
ceilings.
The drawing rooms win ue
IS
Cetorad
ranrl IBS
in (hp stv e of Louis X.1V.. wun mir- r.ia JinH silk hangings.
The bath rooms will ie lined wun
white marble to the ceilings, wnicn
will have glass ranels. The bedrooms
will have decorations of white enam
HAD
Kioit wood and delicate wall hangings
The kitchens are to be provided with
rlius til walls and ranges for cook
On
ino,v coal. Bias, and electricty.
NEW
the ion floor spaces have been ar
ranged for a small ban room ior tne
tenants. It will accom
ii e of th
modate KM) persons.
Life Assurance The entire roof is to be Qevowa o
a roof earden. the tloor of which wli
bt, of Stan sh tiles. The buiiuing win
Costly
Owns
Society
corner of
tanit at the southwest
121st strpet and Ienox avenue, ad
joining the new Temple Israel.
But Useless

LINE OF THE LEADING

FOR-

EIGN AXD DOMESTIC MAKES
SOME

and you esw
rwawsy Is net
hy owe want
through

5, 1206.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If to, we can geegf ft for yotf try
to Tin Evening CitlZ. Itonlycot
want

'

SP

i

saw

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

One Cent Per Word Insertion

1

taJ

EVENING CITIZEN.

tra,

ft

fa'lod
that your
rsly upon It, as w hsvs
thrown awsy. Wt tiv slso rented hundreds ef hoxacs
arfver-Weeada, aa well sa sold nearly everything we hsve
thorn.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

d

Tr Ir C.rOWfl
J VTthe
fal
tour
ad with

boy, aad

aad

phone dltact, oi

tta

Wrn Ulo PeUl Telegraph offices for aa A. D. T. messenger

Capita) and surplus, $100,000

-

caaa to The CMseii office, ot telead will appear aooordlng to year wtoh.

OF WHICH ARE EXOTHERe
WHILE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
employment of any kind, 'phone,
call, or write Abraham's EmployArvE VERY LOW PRICED.
Co
ment office, 120 West Silver aveOrgans, Horses
WHATEVER YOUR ...JEDS
Pianos,
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture,
Chattels; also on
Wagons
other
and
289.
Colorado.
39;
Automatic.
OR
MAY BE IN QUALITY
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSH REWith Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
WANTED.
CEIPTS, as low aa $10.00 and as high
CAN PLEASE
PRICE. WE
tor
quickly
lady
njAifi
A
young
cashier
are
Loans
WANTED
si $200.00.
TjBi
penny amusement parlor. Calljuiy and strictly private.
Time:
YOu.
9. at 216V, South Second street.
month to one rear riven. Good re
main in your possession. Our rates 1
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- d
clothing. No. 515 South First street, are reasonable. Call and see us be
south of vladncf. Send address and fore borrowing.
THin HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
will call. R. J. Sweenev. proprietor.
PHARMACY
HIGHLAND
tickets to and from all
WANTED Saleswoman, young; must Bteamahlnparts
of the world.
205 East Railroad Ave.
be experiencea, and able to speak
Rooms $ and 4, Grant Bldg.
Spanish. Only parties with all
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
West Railroad Ais.
litPRIVATE!
qualifications and capable, need apOFF1CE8.
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
ply. Write and send references ImOpen Evenings.
mediately, to the John Becker company, Beien, N. M.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
WANTED Lady or gentleman of
or
nrm
SOLOMON LTJNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier;
fair education, to travel tor
Full Set ef Teeth
per
LAWYERS.
1250,000 rapltal. salary,
$6.00
Gold Crowns
J. JOHNSON, AssL Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solopaid
Salary
year and expenses.
$1.50 bp
Gold Filling
M. Bond.
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
Ira
advanced;
expenses
weekly and
Painless Extracting ...,50c
82 F street
references required. Address, with N. ATTORN
W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
stamp, J. A. Alexander, AlbuquerDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA e SANTA FE RY.
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
que. N. M.
ANTEED.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR RENT.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
Alhnqtier
ATTORNBY-AT-LAWFOR RENT Furnished nouse of thre
que, N. M. U li ice, rirsi nauuna
rooms and oath. 108 John street.
I FOR RENT
Five-roomodern brick Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
house for rent. 800 E. Silver
m
m
m
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice Cram
Important Military Visit.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for well Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
ALBOQUBRQUS, N. M.
B. F. COPP.
416
housekeeping.
South Third
Interest has been created In mill
DENTISTS.
announcement
GANG
that
by
BUILDING
T.
the
12,
fcary
N.
ARMIJO
street.
ROOM
FORMER
circles
PICTURES OF
the Governor General s root uuaras,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FOR KENT Two pleasant, furnished
.
mM DlMit
of Ottawa, one of the best military dhould have a temperature of about
Dental 8uroeon.
rooms, with conveniences, at 417
S.
JOSHTJA
ltATNOUM
rreaideet
over
or 5.". decrees. It is to be pumped
organizations of Canada, will cme to
block,
M M
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant
West Fruit avenue.
M. w. FLOukNOX p
wm
Presldeat
Canada Crack Regiment to New York, full strength, on feeptem into t'anks and cooling troughs, and air FOR
.lee
th Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Large,
rooms
cool
for
RENT
Cashier
FRANK McKJCD
pumped over It, and run into the sta
Der 2, for a stay of several days,
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
housekeeping;
reasonable.
rent
light
AawtsjUat Oa shier
R, A. FROST
No official notice has been sent to tion.
Visit New York on
mail.
avenue.
S24
West Railroad
.
B. F. KATMOUM
The commission referred the plans
the lecal regiments, but word was re
Edmund J. Aider. D. D. S.
house; bath,
to Controller Metz, who Is to ascer- FOR RENT A
ceived from private sources wltnin
Office
avenue.
Labor Day.
S0
Railroad
No.
electric light and other modern con
v. KBPoerrosT.
few days that Colonel H. A. Bate, of tain a method by which to raise tiie
to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
veniences. 624 West Tljeras ave hours. 8:30 p.a. m.. Telephone
Ottawa, commanding the regiment money necessary to establish the
ap
fbz.
m.
5
p.
m.
to
nue
sJsSJs 00
had decided to urlng his soldiers to plant, as there are no funds available
Authorised OpHat
by mall.
,
Special Correspondence.
house a potntments msde
FOR RENT The three-roocommission.
of
New York, and with them to pay
the
hands
in
the
$K9,00.
Paid Up CapKa Sursfeas aad Profits
per
Kew York, July 5. Fifth avenue visit to West Point.
$12
street,
814
Arno
regiment
South
The
PHYSICIANS.
niuHt be changed and widened bo that eight hundred strong, with the regi
New Summer Job for Actors.
month. Address, Highlands, Citl
Depository far Atehlaen, Toseka dk Carta Fe Railway Company
at will be made a better central road mental band, wuich ranks with the The actor has a new vacation job. zen office.
DR. R. L. HUST,
Through the city, if certain city of best military banas in the world, will He need not seek a summer stock, FOR RENT Three .arge rooms for
Bldg.
N. T. Armljo
Office,
rials have their way. The proposal leave Ottawa on September 1 In
btK can do business right on Broadlight housekeeping; also two large
Tuberculosis treated with High- is that every buslneso building from
special train, and will arrive in New way. At least he could until a short
Mrs.
rooms;
rent
reasonable.
adobe
Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
Central Park York the day following. It will be time ago. Now tJe competition is
Washington Square
H. E. Rutherford, 517 South. Broad
micide. Treatments given eacn
must be withdrawn from the street to here for Labor Day, and, it is ex severe, for half the unemployed actors
way.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In town are trying to sell country
the actual building line, bo that the pected, will parade.
. FOR SALE..
Botn 'phones.
In attendance.
8
space allowed for stoop lines may be Na sooner had word reached here buildings lots to the other half. The
OH W. G. SHADRACH,
used for sidewalks and the carriage of the intended visit than the local half that succeeds gets he commis FOR SALE Bis bargain,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
xoad widened without Interfering jritn military organizations began making sion. For the last years actors have
home, with oath. Inquire of H. b.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
oot traffic
Knight.
.$100,000,00
plans to extend proper courtesies to been Investing their savings In the
CAPITAL
Throat.
. 20,000.00
There U now such crush that it is Me visitors from the north, dt Is be vail. us land companies about the city. FOR
bicycle Occullst and and
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
SALE A "Dandy
Fe
for
coat
Santa
Aurlst
City
a
along
wagons
One
town,
short distance from
to proceed
difficult for
lieved the Canadians will 'be qua
cheap. Inquire at the Alvarad lines. Office, 813
West Railroad
exclusively by
THIS BANK OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
the avenue at a fair speed, and at the tered during their stiay In the armory hall, is owned almost
barber shop.
avenue.
Is
commission
the
principal crossings
the players. It
Regiment.
of the eventy-nrs- t
B to IS a. m. and 1.30 to 5
gasoline en
A
Hour:
SALE
FOR
Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
We
Thirty-fourtseason
street and Twen
street.
Colonel Bate is well known to mi; that Interests them at this
gine, all complete. J. F. Palmer, p. tn-business growth of this tank since its organization:
street delays are inevitable. tary odleera in New York. He is one however, as the actors lucky enouga
501 North First street.
UNDERTAKER.
$10,466.92
Deposits at the end of first day
With the increased width of road it is of Ottawa's wealthiest residents and to bring aoout the sale of one lot a
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of first week
week can live in comfort all sum FOR SALE A handsome nardman Auto, 'phone 316.
assumed that these delays will 'be one of the leading men of his count r
115
Red
Colo.
piano, in line condition and almost
31,821.82
first
month
Deposits
of
end
at
the
avoided and lb at traffic may proceed His regiment Is made up of Canada mer.
A. BORDERS.
new, at a bargain.
For particu
92,750.13
or first six months
Deposits
end
"in a way
at
the
is now impossible.
young mtn, and ranks with th
finest
Building.
Black
Club
Commercial
lars, call at this office.
year
....169,061.80
Jaoanese Flower' Holders.
Deposits
first
of
end
at
the
la view of the ' decisions of the best military organizations.
Every
15.
hearse,
snd white
r
298,320.31
The taste for oriental decorations FOR SALE 1 flrst-ciasdou
Deposits at the end of eighteen months
courts witn reference to obstructions courtesy will be extended to the vis
377,332.37
ARCHITECTS.
shotgun; bran new
Deposits at the end of two years
reled,
m the Knickerbocker
Trust
itors, and tu"lr arrival will probably has recently resulted in the impor
434,502.31 1
never has been used: one ot th
Deposits June 18, 1906
pany's building, at Fifth avenue and be made tae occasion for a big mill tatlon of Japanese flower stands of
F. W. Spencer snd V. O. Walling
a kind never seen here before. These
Thirty-fourt- h
OFFICERS:
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot
street,
Corporation tary demonstration.
.
Barnett building
ford, rooms
J. B. HERN DON, Cashier.
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
consist of tiny rings of metal about
lice lor particulars.
Counsel Delaney desires to proceed
Albuquerqu. N. M. Both 'pnones.
an
ROY .dcDONALD, Asst. Cashier. 8
Inch high, gathered in groups FOR SALE Five-roohalf
WM.
Pres.
Vice
FAJtR.
against all similar projections. He be
house
frame
Registry of Women's Clubs.
of various sizes, 'i nese are put luto
CIVIL ENGINEER.
lieves the plan for widening the road
with orchard, two acres of ground;
Members of women's clubs
ray ahould be prepared at once in longer will have their names shrouded a bowl of water.
one block from Twelfth street car
a
J. R. Farwell,
Each ring holds one stock of
line; In coming residence portion
order to give property owners suf- in mystery, for all personal data, ex
Room 23. N. T Armljo Building
Sclent time to make the changes re cept their ages, including even thel flower, whicii must naturally be a lily,
of the Lowlands. Good investment.
quired "without unnecessary inconven husband's names, have ocen printed peony. Jonquil or some blossom wlto
NOTARY PUBLIC
909 North Eleventh wtreet.
strong stem. These flower holders
ience.
ranch;
'
in the new Club Woman of New York a
Stock
timber
and
SALE
FOR
Thos. K. D. Mddleon,
Under the plan which he 'has pre' registry, juBt published ly the Club are sometimes made In fantastic
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head or Office with W. B. Childers, 117
BisMBBBBSjBMBnsBVBBnsssnaaasBSnavnHBaasMBMBSBSHMBaa
set
forms, such as turtles, or fish. They
aented Mr. Delaney has told the Women of New York company.
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
avenue.
flowers
arrangement
of
Gold
explain
the
mayor that the city will recover an
Refusing for years to be listed In
farming implements.. Two
addition of twenty feet to the road- 'mere woman's directory," where which in toe Japanese pictures seem
VETERNINARIAN.
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
way in Finn avenue from Washing everyone could find their telephone to be growing up directly from tne
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.06
Dr.- F. L. Schneider
ot
Plenty
ton Square to the Plaza ten feet on numbers and homo addresses ana thus middle of the bawls.
government reservation.
street.
Second
Office,
424
North
terms.
eimer side. The curb wi.. be put rob them of a certain excluslveness
water. Price, $4,500. Easy
Making. Surveys by Night,
311; Colo., Black 35.
4acfc ten feet and the removing of the that they prized, the entire memberN. Peach & Co., real estate dealers, Phones Auto..
night into
profession
turn
to
One
Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
abstractions will leave a sidewalk ship of the twelve thousand women day is the surveyor's, and some large
212 West Gold avenue.
twenty feet wide running flush with
belong to the clubs and societies engineering companies In New York
HAIR WORK.
STRAYED.
the building fronts five feet wider at last has been acquired.
A
now have a night gang working.
the
kitten,
from
STRAHED
Maltese
puffs, etc., made to or
Switches,
nnMtT PAY RENT
ha they are at present.
Though many presidents of orof reflectors is arranged so
combings. Call Monday
neighborhood of Fourth and CoaL
from
Department engineers whom Mr ganization rebelled at first to ieing system
der
orlg'ht
on
the
light is thrown
a
that
410
South
Mrs.
H.
E.
to
Tuesday
forenoons.
return
for
Uelaney has consulted have pointed alphabetically listed wkii members of dial, making
and
it easily read by the man Reward
Rutherford, 517 South Broadway.
Fourth Btreet.
t that the addition of twenty feet societies that are rarely heard of even behind 'the lever
a block away. The
V the roadway of Filth avenue would In club circles, when they realized plumb line hangs In front of one of hoi;s whose skeletons are serving
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
IwovMe for at least three additional that all the other women were going these reflectars
la also easily science, and students of natural hisit
Also Agent for The Continental Casualty Company, of Chicago, III.
and
hnes of vehicles. During the hours in to have tneir homes and telephone seen.
tory are American Eclipse and Lex- - Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Morse & Co.
ta xorenoon and early afternoon numbers as well as their membership l'hese gangs may be seen' any night, ingion In the Smithsonian Institute at Agent for Fairbanks,
Auto. Phone 291. First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, N. Mexico
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
an practically all oi this traffic is in various clubs mentioned tney were the only disadvantage over day work as.ilngUn.
Autoavenue.
906
Railroad
untoward, or during the late after eager to get on the registry.
West
of
eing the auoitional encumberance
moo, when it moves in the opposite
matic 'phone, 179.
Pesides long lists of names there the reflectors. They have the ad
Automobile Slnn Stolen.
Mr. Delaney believes the are several half-tonautomobile
direction.
Somebody stole , the
Illustrations ot vantage, however, of not being Inter- EXAMINER OF TITLES.
traffic squad will be able to devote club nouses occupied exclusively by tered wit;i by the crowd.
siins at tlie outskirts of the village
ESTABLISHED 1171
"OLD RBL1ABLE"
practically all of this additional space women, and some descriptive sketchH. R. WHITING,
of Amityvllle, L. I., recently, and beto northward or southward traffic, as es of the more representative so119
Second
street.
there
First
none
were
No.
South
cause
there
Skeletons.
of
there
Use
Race Horse
occasion demands.
cieties, such as the College Women's
National Bank building.
To Lie oifer made by the governors were no arrests for speeding. The
Albuquerque, N. M.
Chili, the Emma Wlllard Association, of the Coney Island Jockey Club to signs wtre replaced by noon, how
Costly But Useless Assets.
Exaniner and abstracter of land
Entertainment Club, Fencers' Club,
aside a plot of ground on tne ever, and there were arrests during
Hundreds' of expensively named life Minerva and Vassar Students' Aid property of that organization at tne the afternoon.
titles, including those of Spanish and
fciie photographs of the heads and Society, that make Interesting read- Sheepshiad Hay race course as a perThe signs stolen did not contain Mexican origin.
bust a of James W. Alexander, James ing. The aim and scope of each or- manent grave for the famous race an arrow to tell In which direction
NOTICE FCR PUBLICATION.
1L Hyde, William 11. Melntyre.
fctuilza: Ion are given, as well as the horse, Sysonby, and to erect a mem- ..ie village lay from the warning point
T. Wilson and Gage E. Tarlell const- number of women belonging and the orial stone, it Sysonliy's owner, Jas. and because of this Justice WKils disitute one of the minor assets which (lays of meeting.
charged William A. Porter of Brook- Department of the Interior. United'
R. Keene. wished it. Mr. Keene ha
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
In the long rfglstered list
the Euitahle Life Assurance Society
In the Southwest.
there rt plied, thanking the club officers for lyn. who had been arrested for speed
States ljind Office, Santa Fe, New
lias innerited from Its former man- uie such names as Mrs. Russell Sage, tneir courtesy, but staling that he has int. Th s was held a gooj ueiense.
Mexico, June 29, 1906.
agement and which It does not know No. t;32 Fifth avenue. New Y. :k, mem not decided definitely what disposi- The new signs contain the needed
Notice is hereby given that the fol
FARM AND
lowing named claimant has filed nowhat to do with.
ber of College Women's Club, Post tion should be made of Sysonliy's pointer.
Under the old regime it was the Parliament, Emma Will ml Assocla body.
tice of his intention to make final
for advertising purposes, n tion. Womeu'8 Club of New York, and
proof In support of his claim under
ALBUQTJERTJX. H. at
ELECTRICAL WORK.
J. H. Bradford, treasurer or the
RAILI DAD AVENUE
end o Equitable agencies oil over Miss Helen Miller Gould. No. 57S Coney Island Jockey Club, and one of
sections IB and 17 of the act of March
and
1S91, (26 iitats., 854), as amended
the world, these etaliorate photo- hlit i avenue, Vassal- Aid, Emma Wll the lioard of governors, said that in Estimates :n all kinds of wiring
cheerfully 3.
installations
graphs of the society's principal of- lard Association and Young Women's Mr. 'Keene's letter of acknowledge- electrical
by the act cf February 21, 1893. (27
carry Stats., 470). and that said proof will
ficers, and they could have been found Christian Association, etc.
ment he stated that he was consider given and work guaranteed. V
THE HEART OF THE HOUSE
f
hanging on Cue walls of Equitable
in the "II. 's" Is the name of Mis ing the matter of having Sysonby's In stock a full line of electric and be made before the probate clerk at
supplies.
fixtures,
.
all
of
and
M.,
10th
on
day
combination
V
csun-tryN.
lx)s
li
w
every
the
In almost
illain Tod Helniutii,
Lunas.
civilized
has the
exhumed and the skeleton saved Fans
with
largely
The part that .as to do
for the hot days, desk and ceil- Auenst. 1HU6, viz., Jacolio Chavez, in
la the home office building. In r.puiii.. n of belonging to tr.oie clubs and articulated, the bony frame of the
In darktne blood and its candltlon is surely
behalf of the heirs of Juana M. C. de
this city, trom three to five of them and possessing more badges than any liors'-- to be presented, mounted, to the ing. Call and see us whenSouthwestwere displayed ou the walls of most of other woman In the country.
navez. deceased, for the S. H. C. No.
t
plumbing. Poor couplings, leaky
New York Museum of Natural His ness nnd be
its
com428, lots 1 and 2, in sectious 25, 35
tory. That Mr. Keene will take this ern Electric and Construction
the many rooms used by the s.wiuty.
escaping yases. clogged pipes
joints,
Another photograph extensively emand 26, township 7 nortu, range 2
To Cool the Subway Stations.
course still remains to be determined, pany.
typhoid, diphtheria, malaria,
bring
o
ployed In the same way was that of
east.
According to a report submitted to luit the Idea lias been approved by
A heaKliy man is a king in his own
following
witnesses
their wake. If we attend to
in
the
names
He
etc..
Henry B. Hyde, founder of the
It
the Rapid Transit commission bv his friends, ami It Is bell, veil that
t'iglr ; an unhealthy man is an unit
prove his actual continuous adif he sanitary and
plumbing
your
to
Chief Engineer George S. Rice, aibli will be carried out.
Blood
Bitters
happy
Burdock
slave.
for
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Murton is not a believer In spending ity to spend $75,(100 in the cjnstriK great English horse, Orni mle, styled
Jesus Siinchez y Alarid, of Valencia,
be policyholders' money for that kind ti n of experimental
N. M.; tlregotio Aragon, of Valencia,
plants at the "the horse of the century." which
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PARDONED FROM
COLORADO PEN

Nov is the Time

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

to make

(University MeigMs. Property

lie Is From New Mexico and
Left

For His Home in
This Territory.
LIFE

A

WA!

TfcRM

PRISONER

Canon City, Co'.j.. special dispatch
to the Denver Republican, datoil July
3, contains the following of local in
ierest to Sandoval s relatives an
friends hereabout:
Julian Sandoval was today released
from the penitentiary under the terms
of a
pardon granted
rim uy Governor McDonald in pursu
ance of a custom o the chief execut
Ive of the state tt release a prisoner
from the pm.tenUary In commemora
tion of the national independence day.
Sandoval was convicted of murder
and sentenced to life Imprisonment
ly the district corrt of Otero county
when only 18 years of age. He Is of
Mexican parentage, intelligent nnd of
a pleasing appearance. He was con
victed of murdering a man In Otero
county, but subsequent events cast a
doubt on his guilt and for some time
a belief in his ianocence has been
growing. A few months ago a convict In the' territorial penitentiary In
New Mexico, confessed, while on his
dying bed, that he had killed the man
for the murder of which Sandoval bad
been sent to prison, and this fact, no
doubt, had somerhing to do with the
pardon given him by Governor Mc
Donald today.
The pardon wa. read by Miss Mar
garet Granger, daughter of the late
Deputy Warden Granger, at the con
elusion of the entertaiument given by
the convicts for Governor McDonald
and the members of the board of par
dons at the prison chapel this morn
ing. Sandoval, who has relatives re
tiding in New Mexico, left for home
this afternoon to Join his mother.
The pardon says:"I am informed by the warden of
this institution that the conduct of
those confined here during the past
year has been excellent and I am very
much pleased with the statement of
the warden as to the manner In which
yon have carried yourselves and have
therefore concluded to continue the
practice of granting a Fourth of July
pardon to one of the inmates who. It
seems, while coming to this institution as an ignorant boy. has so applied himself to the tasks set before
him that he has mastered them and
will now leave these walls with a
trade by which he can earn for himself and those dependent upon him a
competency.
"One of the highest forms of patriotism is to make the best that Is possible out of any condition of life, regardless of the environment or the
difficulties to he overcome; and this
young man by his example of industry
and patience, has his own consciousness of having faithfully performed
his work while in this institution.
"In all walks of life there is one
thing thnt pays big dividends, and
that is honesty .and Integrity. Anything that Is gatUed by other means
is not lasting and takes with it peace
of mind. It Is therefore ordained that
h full, free and unconditional pardon
be, and the same is hereby extended
to Julian Sandoval. No. 4330, who was
sentenced April 29. I9uii. to life imprisonment, and the warden of the
state penitentiary will discharge him
from his further custodv."
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Special Correspondence.
Sioux Falls, S. D.. July 5. After
torn from her palatial home und
the sunshine of exclusive society U,
be thrust among thieves, thugs and
robbers In the jail here, Mrs. Emma
Kaufmann, charged with the most
heinous crime known, has been re- leased on bail by an order from the
Biipreme court.
N
In spite of the possession of wealth
and social position, this woman, the
wife of a millionaire brewer of Sioux
Kalis, wag forced to undergo arrest.
The charge of having taken the life of
a helpless young girl, a servant In her
household; of beating out the mortal
existence of a soul, hangs over her.
Agnes Polrels, the victim, was of a
quiet disposition, and no logical reason
for having Incurred the enmity or her
mistress can be advanced.
One morning It was given out that
the girl had died and the body waa
shipped to the home of her parents
in Parkston for burial. The physicians
and undertakers paid no particular attention to the condition of the body,
but one staunch friend of the dead
girl, Miss Moeller, while gazing at the
remains of her friend, espied a wound
on the forehead, carefully concealed.
ine girl became frightened and the
body was burled.
Later Miss Moeller's courage re
turned and she Informed a friend of
wnai sue had seen. When the bodv
was exhumed and carefully examinted
several wounds were found. The girl
had evidently undergone a severe
beating.
An uproar was immediately created.
Great crowds surrounded the Kauf- mann home and demanded that the
woman be taken to jail. A warrant
was Issued and Mrs. Kaufmann was
arrested after a plot to dynamite her!
nome was discovered.
A search of the Kaufmann house

O.
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TERRITORIAL FAIR
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September

1

7th to 22nd,

1

906.

$10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
THE KAUFMANN

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plujj Cut To- bacco SUke, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream SUke, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon'a White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace-Mit- chell
Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
'
Heiay Races
Lad,. Half. M.I. Race.

RESIDENCE IN SIOUX FALLS.

'

revealed a quantity of blood stained
clothing, once the property of the
dead girl. A male servant testified at
the hearing that he saw the Polrels
girl on her knees, In an attitude of
supplication, before Mrs. Kaufmann,

evidently bogging for mercy.
Kaufmann refuses to believe In his
wife's guilt, maintaining that there is
a plot to destroy her good name, but
she has been held to t,he grand jury
on the charge of murder.

Maneuvers by United 8tatea Troooa.
Baby Show.

Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit

-Tradea

Display.
F,ow.p
Montezuma Ba .
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
atreeta-arnl- val
all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME

Prt

Tectorial Fairs

for quarter of a century
f
but nothing like this

STANFORD WHITE'S "DEB"
A REAL DEN OF ORGIES

fzFSSt

209 WEST

RAILROAD
AVENUE,
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

Hinii'l

r

No Assessments.

UNDER HEfllOUS CHARGE

WIFE

OF WEALTHY
BREWER,
CHARGED WITH KILLING SERVANT GIRL, IS RELEACED
ON
BAIL, BUT MUST STAND TRIAL.

No Mortgages.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.
miiiini

TAILORING
NO.

11

BAM-

1

;

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

I

My merchant tailoring suop is upNo. 209 West Railroad ave-

stairs over

nue, where

the public.

I

solicit the patronage of

All work guaranteed first-clashave toad fifteen years' ex-

as
perience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
ateo cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
I

Bambini, at her nrlors. No
West Railroad avenue. Is pre
pared to give thorough acalp treat
meat, do hair dressing, treat corns
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manlcur
lng. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
kin And Improves the complexion,
and la guaranteed not to be injur!
oiw. She also prepares a hair ton.
that cures and prevents dandruff am
'nalr falling out: restores lif to rim.
hair; removes mole, warts and su-- ,
perfltious hair. Also
face powder,
freckle cure and pimple cure and plh
cure. All of thaee preparations ar j
purely vesretablw. comnmuuta
just added a vibrator machine for
treatment of scalp, face and cure of
wrinkles. It is nUn mH tnr
m..
tlsm, pains and massage.

O. BAMBINI.

Saved Hi Comrade's Life.
"While returning from the Grand
Army encampment at. Washington
City, a comrade from Elgin. 111., was
taken with cholera morbus and was in
a critical condition." says Mr. J. E.
Houghland, of EUdon. Iowa. -- I gave
him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy and believe saved
his life. I have been engaged for ten
years In Immigration work and conducted many parties to the south and
west. I always carry this remedy and
have used It successfully on many occasions." Sold by all druggists.
GOVERNMENT SURVEYS
MORE TOWNSHIPS
Ralph A. Marble has the contiaet
for the survey of several townships
near Estancia, which work he will
begin in a very bhort time. He has
his work crew about made up and
'.
expects to be in the field before long.
DEN IN MADISOX SQUARE GARDEN TOW
nvuJFfSfPS?
SITFS
The numbers which he will survey
TAKEN AT THE ORMONU BEACH RACES LAST W'JNTE
are: Township 11 north, range 5 east;
4. 6 and 7 north, 7 east; and 7 north, THE MAN MURDERED' BY
HARRY 'of his den in ihe tower of Madison
!
east. Deputy Hill of Socorro lias
Square Garden, the den to which he
the contract for township tj north, ..THAW MAINTAINED IT IN MAD- was wont
to retreut, and which for a
ISON SQUARE TOWER, BUT HE
range 9 east; and 4 north, 8 and 1"
month was
the eyes of deteceast.
HAD OTHERS
STRANGE MIX- tives seekingunderentrap
to
White in the
TURE OF THE GOOD AND THE ruination of young girls, who
at various times were his special guests.
SHAMEFUL IN WHITE.
Home-Mad- e
The room was a thing of beauty,
but strange tales are told of that den.
Special Correspondence:
Frequently his visitor was a single inNew York. July 5. A strange mix- dividual, but often there were parties
parties on which Wnus rather than
ture of the chaste and beautiful and
Better than you can buy at th
chaste Inana should have looked
the coarse and sodden was Stanford down.
store better than you ever made
White, who was murdered by Harry
And it was from a point within eyebefore
Wath a rich creamy taste
Thaw.
shot of this very room, and while a
that's simply debaout.
He was a libertine and a kind comedian warbled
Could
a
Made with
father, j.e was a high sooitey man, Hundred Gills." that"I Stanford Love
White
ajid he consorted with the vile. He was launched into eternity.
loved art and the beautiful, and he
Hut the den" in the tower was not
ruined lovely young girlhood.
White's only retreat. For
he
His passion for art and the beauti- had a private ro. in until months
he was
ful was illustrated In the furnishing asked to leave over a
downtown res
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treth milk bom contented cowi was
water. You can replace it younelf.
Richest in butter-fa- i.
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Vacation Now Extremely Low Rates.
ror the round trip to Canadian.
Northern New York and New England
points, vi. MICHIGAN CEN-- i
UAL "The Niagara Falls Route."
ror complete information, can on or
addresi v. C. Russell, Northwestern
Agent. 4U Robert street,
St. Paul, Minn. W. J. Lynch. Passenger Traffic Manager, Chicago, ill.
o
Accidents will happeu, but the best
initiated families keep Dr. Thomas
Electric Oil for such emergencies. It
subdues the pain and heals the hurts.

Only 82 Years Old.
"I am oulv hi years old bud don't
expect even when I gel to be real old
to feel that way as long as I can get
Electric liters." said Mrs. E. II. Hrun-moof Ihibliu, (ia.
Surely there's
tutliiiig else Keeps the old us young
u.

and makes the weak as strong as this
grand medicine.
Dyspepsia, torpid
liver, inflamed kidneys, or chronic
eonttttpaiion are unknown after tak-lu- j;
Electric Hitters a reasonable time.
Crura n teed by all druggists.
Price Coc.
We

do It right.

Imperial Lauudry

ROUGH
Co.

DRY.

The picnic nasketa fo. sale at the
Mclntoeh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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PICTURE OF

'1

HE

&

taurant and within a few sn.uares of
his home, so that he did not need It
for sleeping quarters. This, too. was
elegantly and artistically furnished.
Furthermore, that he. always had a
room at his disposal at a hotel unfra
quented by his friends and family was
a wen Known iact along Broadway.
Much has liet-said of his relation
to the theatrical world, ami of his
work as a patron of the dramatic art
ever ready to help a deserving girl.
and ( his unselfishness and generos
ity. His true relation to tlieaterdom
Is probably best illustrated by the po
sltion be occupied as the ardent pro
moter anil president of the "The
Chorus Girl's Club," an organization
the tile of which is a misnomer. As a
matter of fact the "club" is composed
of men Ik.d vivants aul the side object !s the entertainment of chorus
girls tit
putties.
after-the-sho-

w

U(.riiYtiHnu
NOTICE

TO SUM- MER WANDERERS. 4

Have The Evening Citizen for- wardtd to your address whr-you go away on your vacation. 4
If you are now a paid up sul- - i
tcriber, please let us know when "
you order the paper forwarded,
and aUo let us know if you de- - f
sire it stopped at your home ad- - '
ilresi. He careful to give post- - 4
office, hotel or street address, In
all cases.
"f
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Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and
Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all line east and wee.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
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Eagle$50

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
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Scenic Line of the World"
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rubier tad fully (utrtaiectt,
U(l Mtih" no. Z9
with gold bnd. S2.50

ft

'

On all

.
$3.00
Urtj.
with fold bAtM, $4.00
.

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to
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HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
BARNEY, T. P. A.. Santa Fe, New Hex.
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DIVING HORSES

Mission to tSouf.h

Weekly.

EVENING

Before an Immense Audience
Yesterday-Ki- dd
Is Hurt.

For Warm Weather

Special to Citizen.
Washington, July
We never before were so well prepared to take good
"Girl in Red"
5 Secretary Root,
car of the heat driven Man, with smart looking, comto
the
y
trip
accompanied
Roofs
b
Secretary
The purpose of
( f Mrs. and Miss Root
fortable Clothes.
congress and of his subsequent visits to the
LEAP
RIDES HORSE IN
private
conthe
and
The cool breezes find an easy entrance through our
Jeadlng cities In the southern half ot the American
secretary of Mr.
telegram In the
airy Crashes, Serges and Homespuns.
tinent to which reference is made In a
yesterday
left
Root,
a crowd that filled the Tracbeen frankly stated, both by the
on
adjoining column-- has
the cruiser tionBefore
'j.ark grand stand to suffocation,
sent
Yet, for all their lightness, skillful Tailors have given
has
who
Roosevelt,
Charlestown
for
President
secretary and by
that Jammed the bleachers from end
a permanent shape to the garments that you would think
Janeiro, to end, and that
le
Rio
the
Into
Is:
purpose
him. This
Amer-Jea- n
where Mr. Root field. Ir. 5V. F. carver, world's
Impossble In stuff so Zephyr-like- .
To encourage better relations with our South
will not represent choraplon rifle and pistol shot, and
of
number
a
will
make
Root
neighbors. Secretary
Then your size It here.
the United States trainer of his famous diving horses,
most disthe largest
yesterday entertained
at the third
speeches and will talk personally with all the
audience that has witnessed any excountries.
Yes, even If you are one of those large, healthy Felconfertinguished statesmen of the South American
hibition in this city In several months.
ence,
be
but
there
lows
the
that most Clothiers think it too much trouble to
from
Despite the inclemency of the
He will try to remove the popular idea
simply as a distin- weather there was not an available
a
with
Is
with.
armed
bother
,
State.
United
mind that the
guished 'Visitor. At seat inside the park that was not ocwestentire
bring
the
to
eventually
big stick and Intends
Wool Crash, Serge and Homespun Suits or Coat and
the close of the cupied, and many carriages were stato this he
conference he will tioned in the field containing many
ern hemisphere under it. control. In addition
Trousers.
establishment of
visit the other lead- spectators. The roofs of all surroundwill direct his energies towards the
97-9- 20
black with "rail
ROOT.
Latin
SECRETARY
ing cities of South ing buildings were
country
and
this
between
birds and that everyone whJ witbetter trade relations
America.
which,
We'll certainly fix It all right witn your purse.
the marvelous shooting of Dr.
America, the better part of the commerce from
The official representatives of the United States to nessed
Carver, and later the sensational
In preference to the the
Europe
seeks
time,
present
I.
Buchanan,
at the
conference will be Win.
of his diving horses, were
'
chairman; ex Governor H. A. Montague, of Virginia; well pleased, was made manifest, by
,
United 6tates.
July
on
While at. the conference, which meets summer pal- - Dr. U fl. Rowe, of the University of Pennsylvania; Van the continuous applause that greeted
.
Fine Clothing and
nariv will occupy the
Fine Cfetntiig and
Weer Polk, of Tennessee; Tulio Larrinaga, the Porto every part of the exhibition.
across the Rican delegate In congress; Professor Paul S. Relnch, of
Dr. Carver opened the afternoon s
Furnishing
Furnishing?
ace of the president of Brazil, at Petropolis.
or the conference he University of Wisconsin, and Charles Ray Dean, of entertainment by an exhibition , of
bay from the city. After the close
shooting.
Baseballs
fancy
expert
Ayres,
and
Tr.ot will visit Montevideo and Buenos
the state department, who goes as secretary.
were shot t: pieces with a rifle in the
Valparaiso, Bueno
and passing around the Horn stop at
hands of the doctor as fat as a col"
Ventura and ultimately Panama.
ored boy could toss them into vSe
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
v it. f!rt time the South American countriesto
air. Oranges and apples followed, be
delegates
sending
by
participate
accurate
by
ing
pieces
blown
the
to
asked
to
have been
The undersigned is prepared to
that fact makes the
shooting of Dr. Carvr. Coins were
the conference at The Hague. So very
important, ine
then tossed into the air, and punctured make tripe to and from the celebratconference
coming
before Striking the ground. Three ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Innf 11 the creditor countries will probably take
glass balls at a time were then tossed formation desired can be secured
Drago
the
as
is
known
what
of
In
favor
a united stand
Into the air and the doctor succeeded from George H. Moore, No, 11$ West
it
that
fact
from
the
I
doctrine, the name being derived
in breaking them all
before, they Railroad avenue.
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
mlnDrago,
by
Dr. bbuls
advocated
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
was not the slightest need for Chairman struck ine earth.
There
.ffoir. nf the Argentine Republic. This Tawney of the house appropriations committee to make
EASY TO REACH.
perfect.
shooting
was
While the
WANTED.
of the
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Dillard Commits Awful Double
and Brains Scattered
Gruesome Sight.

revolver clasped
With a big
I'l.Mt., in Y.i. riirht hand, a great
Jagged hole In his temple, just above
the left eye, and the dead body or h
wife, with a bullet through her brain,
lying on the bed beside him, Harvey
and suicide,
D. Dillard,
was found this morning at 6 o'clock
' by
law, Mrs. Mabel Fau-celt- ,
his slster-lwho occupied rooms adjoining
the west side of the Dillard home.
m Gruesome Sight.
The room at 305 East Tljeras avenue, wherein, occurred the double
tragedy, presented a gruesome Bight,
when officers of the law and reporters entered to make an examination.
Dillard was lying In & folding bed
on his nack, jlood and 'brains scattered all over the pillows and sheets.
A hole In his temple, at least two
above, the
Inches In diameter,-Jus- t
in
loft ava nnrl tha ppvnlvpr
his now cold hand, told how he had
met death.
Beside him, and with Jier face turned towsrns him. lay the dead body of
his wife, a nasty hoie In her face
where her right eye had formerly
been, showing how
she had been
killed. vhe had evidently been shot
while asleep, and death .must have
been Instantaneous, as she was still
lying In the same position she always
assumed when sleeping, so her sister,
Mrs. Faucett, stated.
.When the revolver with which Dillard had committed the double crime,
was torn from his hand. It was found
to contain two empty cartridges, two
loads, and two chambers empty.
His still firm clasp upon the gun
shewed the determination with which
he had grasped It to commit the
awful crime.
Was Jealous of Wife.
While no one could be found who
knew of any trouble between the man
and wife that might have led to such
a tragedy, Mrs. Kaucett staled that
Dillard was very Jealous of his wife,
and had threatened several times to
shoot her If ihe ever found her guilty
of any Improper actions.
Whether he did find such, or
whether the deed was Inspired merely
by his own Imagination and Jealousies,
will probably never be known, as no
one who knew the dead couple knew
of anything wrong in her actions.
Dillard, a colored man. probably 38
yesrs of age, was married to the wife
whom he murdered, about nine years
ago. In Perry, Okla., moving from that
city to Colorado Springs, Colo., from
which place he came to Albuquerque,
with his wife some time last October,
and has since been occupying the
house at 305 West Tljeras avenue.
He has been employed as a teamster
for the Trimble Transfer company.
- - Mf Treatened to Kill Her:
While he never talked with any of
his companions concerning his family
affairs, he had often lureatened the
life of his wife, so his sister-in-lastates, and only a few days ago presented the same pistol with which
la3t night he killed her, at his wife's
head, and threatened ta shoot her.
The murdered woman's sister em;
phatlcally denied that there was any
occasion for. Dillard's Insane Jealousy,
, and as he had been acting queerly for
' some time past, it. Is the supposition
that he had brooded over his real or
Imaginary troubles until worry had
temporarily deranged his mind.
Discovery of the Crims.
The man and wife retired last even- Ing at their usual hour. Dillard goes
to work rather early, and when at 5
o'clock this morning his sister-in-lalooked through the window of the
room In which they slept, and found
them still apparency asleep, she endeavored to arouse them, without
avail.
Becoming alarmed, she made a
closer Inspection of the room through,
the window, and saw the jagged hole
In Dillard's head. She at once surmised that Dillard bad at last put tils
awful threat Into execution, and she
spread the news.
Judging from the stiffness of the
remains, and the congealed blood, of
which the bed was a literal pool, the
murder and suicide must have taken
place some time about midnight, and
as Mrs. Faucett stated today that she
heard shots last night about that time,
wife-murder-

n
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but attributed the noise to Point h of
July fireworks, it would seem that
this deduction is correct.
A Two-IncHole in Head.
The hole In Dillard's head was pronounced by police and physicians
alike, to be the largest they had ever
ever made by a
bullet.
The frontal bone was torn away,
leaving a gaping wound several Inches
in circumference, and the leaden missile had ploughed its way clear
through the skull, making an
bole on the opposite side
of his head, and spattering blood,
bones end brains all over the pillow
and bed.
The wound In hU wife's face was
In the right eye, th.e bullet evidently
passing through the brain and causing Instant death, coming out at the
back of the head.
Wife Killed White Asleep.
He always slept with the pistol beneath his pillow, and had evidently
taken It from Its place while his wife
muzzle
was asleep, pressed the
against her face, and pulled the trigger.
Then he turned the weapon upon
himself and accomplished one of the
best efforts at sulolde ever witnessed
by the police of this city.
The door leading into his
apartments had been securely
fastened to guard against entrance
from that direction. The front door
I
was also bolted.
No letter or nate of any Kind, bearing upon the murder and suicide, was
found In the room, nor had he said
anything to any of his friends during
yesterday, that would have given an
inkling to the crime he contemplated.
Strong's dead wagon was called to
the scene, and the body of the murdered wife and the suicide husband
were removed to their undertaking
establishment, where they now lie.
s
Mrl. Faucett'a Story.
Speaking ot the tragedy which
uier oi a sister, .Mrs. Mabel Faucett said:
"1 expect I know as much, if not
more, tnan anyone else about the
crime," remarked Mrs. .Mabel Kaucett,
sister of the murdered woman, to a
representative of The Evening Citizen
this morning. "l?e Noll, who occupies
a room on tne east Bide of Dillard, on
going to his work early this morning,
stopped at my door and told me he
heard two shots during the night after
he had retired, and he thought the
shots came from Dillard's room. 1 remarked that I also heard two shots,
but thought they came from someone
celebrating the Fourth.
As Dillard
was an early riser and as he had not
appeared, my suspicions were aroused
that something might be wrong, and
I looked
through the front window.
The two, were lying on the bed and
I then
remarked to Noll that 1
though they, were asleep. Another
look, however, and 1 was convinced
that a crime had been committed, because 1 could then see the pistol and
blood around his head. I attempted
to enter by a rear door that led from
my kitchen into the Dillard kitchen,
but I found it barred, which was unusual. I then gave the alarm and an
entrance was euected Into the house,
when Dillard and wife were found
dead on the bed. My sister married
Dillard about nine years ago in Perry,
Okla., where our mother now lives.
They left Perry and went to Colorado
Springs, Colo., and last October came
to Albuquerque. My sister wrote to
me several times that Dillard was
crazy Jealous of her and threatened
to kill her. and asked me to come
here, so myself and husband followed
them shortly afterwards to this city.
Dillard was a hard working man, was
no drinker and was perfectly sober
last night. 1 heard no quarreling between them last night, and I think
that some time during the night he
got Jealous and murdered her."
The remains of the suicide
the
wife he murdered will be laid to rest
tomorrow afternoon, the ceremonies
taking place from Strong's chapel.
The sister of the murdered woman,
will arrange for the
Mrs. Fauceit,
funeral.
The dead woman's mother, who
resides In Perry. Okla., owing to her
has
advanced age and feebleness,
net been advised of the double tragedy, her daughter fearing the shock
would be too much for her.
h
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works, or any other cause, the Fourth
of July came to a close with two of
POLICE CIRCLES the bloodiest affrays yet recorded in
police annals, namely, the killing of
his wife and himself by Harvey D.
NATIVE WOMAN CHARGES ELISEO Dillard, the negro teamster, and the
OUTRAGING deadly assault made by an unknown
MIRABEL
WITH
man upon Pedro Mirabel and Inez de
HER FAILS TO PROSECUTE
Bois. No arrests have yet been made
TWO BOYS IN THE TOILS.
In the case. The dead Mirabel and the
reLucia Chaves, a comely native resid- one arrested for assault are not
ing in Old Albuquerque, caused the ar- lated to each other.
rest yesterday of Eliseo Mirabel, on
a charge of criminal assault, she al- TRACTION COMPANY OR- leging that while in company with
DERS TWO NEW CARS
Mirabel last Sunday he induced her to
accompany him tu the southern part
MILLS
of the city, where, beneath a bridge, COMPLETION OF LUMBER BY
A
EXTENSION DELAYED
he out rased her.
SHORTAGE OF TROLLEY WIRE.
Mirabel pave bond in the mini of
$250, signed by Dr. F. B. Romero aud
"Our Inability to secure trolley
another business man, for bin appearthe compleance in police court this morning, wire at once, will delay
when he was to have hern g.ven a tion of the lumber mill extension for
Greer
hearing. Before Judge Crawford this some time" said Presidentcompany,
the Albuquerque Traction
morning he stoutly maintained his in- of
nocence of any criminal action with this morning.
is discouraging to us as well
the prosecuting witness, but intimated as "This
the people, but it is something that
that her character was not of the best. cannot
I he
be helped.
demand for
As the Chaves woman failed to ap- ooupt r
n w is very great,
and
wire
pear this morning to push the charge orders
be filled promptly, esagainst Mirabel, he was released by pecially cannot
in the quality of wire that
the Juilfce, pending the apprehension must necessarily
be used for electric
of the prosecuting witness.
car" trolleys. However we will put
about a quarter
a mile of the line
Two native youths were taken in in operation Justofas soon as
the wire
charge by Santa Fe Officer Hen Wil- we have on hand
can be put on he
liams last night while in a caboose In poles. Th.s will reach to a little
the lower end of the yards, charged beyond the New York avenue turn.
f propwith malicious destruction
"Our new equipment consisting of
erty. It seems that many l.oys In that two new convertible cars, is expected
portion of the city are in the habit ot dally. Tuese cars, though not as good
playing in cabooses and empty box as the cars we are using on
main
cars, anil it was w hile engaged in play line, will be better than the the
average
that they broke some of the fixtures street railway car. and are so conin the caboose. They are to be given structed that they can be made open
a hearing later.
in summer and clobed In winter."
Although there were no arrests
The picnic baskets for sale at the
teiday by the police for drunkenness. Mcintosh Hardware company's store
disorderly conduct, shooting of fire- - rre indispensable for outing parties.

JOTTINGS

FROM

Inez Du Bois
Attacks Them in the Dark.
Uses a Long Knife.

NO MOTIVE

"The Man Who Docs Things,"

large shipment of

tiiiiintumtioiuntiruint
To The Evening

Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.
t.as Crucrs. N. M.. July 4. The brilliant record made by Dele- fite Andrews at Washington during the recent session of congress
Justifies me in recalling what I said to the convention In my
speech placing him in nomination, it will be recalled that 1 closed
by nominating, not William H. Andrews of Sierra county, but Wil-- '
liam H. Andrews of the territory :f New Mexico, ' the man who
does things." This was the campiign cry: "Andrews, the man who
does i.ilngs." In what splendid manner he has "made good!" Hi
"'
'
schievements In congress are the marvel of all men.
Over 30 pensions for the soldiers of New Mexico, or their de-pendent widows and orphans!
Beneflc.al sot after act for the people of the territory. With a
"
mail averaging about 100 letters per day, each letter, no difference
If it be from the numblest. citizen, receiving an Immediate answer.
It can be said of him that each opening day found him in his eeat
facing "Uncle Joe," and each day found iim alert and on the look- out for the interest of our people. Plain, unassuming, quiet, but with- at, a masterful personality; a wide knowledge of affairs and of lub- 11c men; a determination to do those things for the peopte he repre- sents that would be for their interest, be has steadily pursued his
course, oblivious to criticism of enemies, and 1 may say that in the
many time 1 have talked with him Cie never gave expression to a
harsh word or showed the least bitterness towards any human be- Ing. he cetsainly stands for the interest of our people, and has
"made good,'' and accomplished many things for his beloved terrl- 'tory aud for her people. And yet he Is not an orator.
Respectfully.
V. H. H. LLEWELLYN.
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workman-

ship and highest cleae ot
cabinet worlr. The dee you
bay of ne will not tail to
pieces In a abort time, thus .
causlcf you much aeney
ace.
Our prices are the lowest.
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tion a few more to him who are not
in Europe- and who will cheerfully tell
ON WOOL PURCHASES the truth.
1
do not criticise their method of
doing business, but t most emphaticA. VANDEWART, THE WOOL BUYally resent that 1 have made a misER, ANSWERS J. R. EDCEHILL'S statement.
A. VANDEWART.
LETTER OF JUNE 28 MADE NO
Representing Brown & Adams m BosMISSTATEMENT.
ton, Mass.
NEw"meX!CO.
' "'
ALBUQUERQUE,!.: ; , l
Albuquerque, N. M., Julv 5. .
To The Evening Citizen:
SANCHEZ MUST STAY
Ordinarily I would have treated the
gentleman's letter with contempt, as
IN THE PENITENTIARY
he is perfectly harmless as a competitor of mine. He is not in my
class at all. This is about the only AT CANON CITY, COLO. FRIENDS
WERE TRYING TO SECURE HIS
anwser I could give to the gentleman's
PARDON.
letter from Utah, representing a Boston wool house with a
name (rather catchy, you know, to
A few days ago an effort was made
some people). The statement I made by friends of Frederick C. Sanchez to
was absolutely correct. The reporter
twisted things when he said that there secure his pardon from the Colorado
Ftii-riittiFeCrockery, Stoves and
were forty-thre- e
cars of wool shipped penitentiary, where he had been sent
,
out of Holbrook. There will be more to serve a life sentence for the murAgU-CHARTESteel
Ranges.
than that shipped, as 1 have secured der of his wife in a lodging room in
over 1,000,000 pounds of this wool. Denver about nine years ago, but the
Railroad receipts and scouring mill newspapers of that state, especially of
receipts do not lie. I simply stated Denver, who were familiar with the
117 Gold Avcnuo
that It would take so many cars to details of the crime, strenuously op
posed any proposition looking to his
haul this wool.
As to my popularity, I do not Leed pardon, and in consequence the par
the assistance of the able gentleman don board denied the application for
Don't Dispute with' a- - Woman,
pardon. Frederick C. Sanchez is a
from Utah.
k
county,
terrinative
Valencia
of
this
beEspecially,
wool
As to the condition of the
if she tells you to order m
tory,
comIn
the
Denver
Post
Its
and
ing greasy and sandy-iack of
the northern
?Vi'
i
part of Arizona: Almost anybody who ments on the murder, save:
EMPRESS FLOUR.
dingy
room
on
street,
"In
a
Laflmer
something
knows
alxmt it knows that
Make bo.exeuf, lir youl ihotud! or'
were it not. so, grow ers would not sell nine years ngn, a crime was commitget
the order), that you could sol
country
the
ted
made
shudder.
that
16
13
cents
cents to
their wool from
fln-it. for every flrst-cjaa-a
croces) f
"Frederick C. Sanchez shot his In
per pound, while 1 have paid as high
handles EMPRESS. You will ahrwys "
as 2;t cents a pound for light wools in nocent bride as she lay sleeping." He
find good bread, good biaoulta, too
had planned It all when he saw her
the southern part of .Arizona..
paetry and . most important oi aU.
paper and
I do not know where this gentleman name In a matrimonial
pood ' cheer to greet you whan yoa
from Utah got his knowledge, for 1 wrote to her. He planned to marry
come ham for your dlnser. Try It. t
hardly think that he has ever been In her. Insure her life heavily, bring herr
Colorado,
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empraea e !
to
penalty
where
death
the
an eastern wool house In his life. Ev.
j
all others. t
idently the Utah field is worked out was then abolished, and kill her. Hi
did Insure her life for 10,000, brought
i
and he is now hunting new fields.
years her to Denver, and here sent a bullet
I bought wool here twenty-fiv- e
j
ago and I am still here in the business crashing through her brain as she lay
the same as usual. And as to Harry Bleeping.
Agent,'
!
Wholesale
Albuquerque, N. K.
"The crime was one of over n year's
Scorse not being paid for his work:
'
He is not a philanthropist;
besides premeditation."
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A COMPLETE LINE OF
this firm that he represents wrote a
CLASSIFY
TOO LATE TO
letter last month to Mr. Robert Scott
!?
of Show Low, Ariz., which I have seen
and the able gentleman from Utah FOR SALE Iron beds and springs,
(Paria,
France
t.
r.
does not need to take my word for it,
dressers and commodes, kitchen
j
all he has to do is to send for a copy i cabinet and small tables. 617 South
Fine
Soaps
Powders,. Rouge,
of 1he letter written bv that firm,
Edith Btrect.
saying: "if you can induce seme of
Toilet
special
line of fculk
their
See the picnic baskets In the Mcinyour good neighbors to ship to us we
company's display
will allow you a commission," and if tosh Hardware
QuadnjpIe'Exltactsv:;-V;;.;'.;,t:,.'V.'''''i
this is not enough names I can men window.
AN OPEN

LETTER

.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

long-handl-

Ranges.
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M. BERGER,

ED. PINAUD'S IMPORTED

Extra
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NEXT SUNDAY, JULY 8th

Toilet
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West Aallroad Avenue,

THE TIME

MAY

COME

"

f

''"!

,

.

day, but they cost more. :"fhe Whlt
Lily, though worth. . more compared
with many, Is priced at 5, cents for one
and a box of fifty will cost you 92.00..
Don't finlfh the box if the first one
doesn't suit you back goes the money
if you don't like the White Lily,

A.

I,

J. RICHARDS

113', WEST

RAILROAD

AVINUfc

Convenience - Comfort - Security
-

L

The
duties

telephone

makes

the

tighter, the cares lecsy

and the worries fewer.
TUU

NctD

A

TtLirnOHE

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs ycur life and
protects your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

The St. Elmo
j

120
Success

BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

AND HIS DIVING HORSES
I General Admission 50c, Children 25c

..

Hot

;

;

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

I

SAMPLE AND

0

CLUB ROOM9

TO isTHE LADIES: your
here too waim to wash and Iron. Send
wwUher

Shirt Waists and White Dresati to ti. We will laundry ti em oar-rectly aad will deliver them to you ia a nice Ux they will not b

crushed or wrinkled. Duai:ic or
Back of Postotflce.
e
Cl-thRed Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

fiu!h,

Imperial Laundry Co.

,i

J

Finest Whiskies

Ever Seen in Albuquerque

Dr. Carver

q

Q

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

s The Greatest

.

'.

when a better cigar will tie made for
the money than the VVTilte Lily, but
not In your generation, my dear sir..
There are better cigars made this

laal

yrr

'

",

AT 3 O'CLOCK P. M.

fc,.,

.

THc Williaiiis Dftig Company i

JOSEPH

1

l

"

Roll Td
Peeks, Flat and Btaadmt
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Case. Typewriter go Ad
' '
and Table.
We guarantee our' line to

PARAGRAPHS.

F. K. I'nholz, formerly owner and
publisher of the (iailup Republican,
passed through the city lat nliiht eu
route to i nicapo. .Mr. t 111111:1 is now
.
located at Ontario, Calif.
The ball Riven lat night by the Elki
in their hail in the opera house build- in
as one of the largest attended
and most enjoyable events in Albuquerque society of
flate. .
ne following leiegnim was received
at noon today by A. Vandeward, the
wool buyer, from the firm of Hiown i
Adams of Host 011, of which lie U
aent : 'Antwerp auctions (.pen merinos at 4 per cent decline: low cros.-breedat l' per rent decline."

Library 9

ban just weired a

We

Worth to New Mexico.

As the result of an unprovoked assault made upon Pedro Mirabel and
Inex De Bois last evening about 11
o'clock, near the saloon of Juan de
Perea, in Old Albuquerque, by an
assailant, the former lies dead
and the latter is In a ward at the hospital, his body covered with ugly and
serious knife wounds.
t, .
Assault Is Unprovoked.
The dead man, Mirabel, formerly a
workman at the American Lumber
company's plant, and his companion,
Du Bois, a member of Company E, National Guard, were on their way to a
dance In a hall near the Old Town
Jisll, and were passing the Coronado
saloon, owned by Perea, when a man
described as being young and tall,
rushed out of the darkness upon them,
said "hello" to Mirabel and Du Bois,
then without further words or provocation plunged a long, sharp knife
Into Mirabel's stomach. .
Attacks Mirabels Friend.
Mirabel sank to the ground and the
fiend then turned his attention to Du
He first slashed him in the
Bois.
stomach, the blade of the knife passing through the wall of the abdomen.
Du Bois, fighting for his life, struck
his assailant In the face, and a deadly
straggle between the two,' with fists
against a knife, began. ' ,
Tha unknown assailant' slashed Du
Bois again and again, one wound, Just
below the heart,- - being the most serious. Another wound back-- of the left
ear, a cut from his right eye to and
through the ear, extending part way
around the back of the head, a wound
In the side of the abdomen and a crescent-shaped
wound on the chin, shows
the fury with which the fiend slashed
his second victim.
Assailant Makes Escape.
So determined, however, was Du
Bois' resistance that finally the murderer turned and fled, closely pursued
by Du Bois. He ran In the direction
of the Albers residence, and at a wire
fence Du Bois fell exhausted, when
his assailant slashed him again and
disappeared in the darkness.
Hearing their cries some of the Inmates of the saloon near by rushed out
to assist them, and the two victims
were taken' to their respective homes,
and, after discovering how badly they
were wounded, later removed to St.
Joseph's hospital.
Wound Twelve Inches Deep.
.City Physician Cams was called
about 1 o'clock, aud with the assistance of Drs. McLandress and Cornish
made an examlatUm of the wounds of
"
both men.
Mirabel, while suffering from but
one cut," was soon found to be the most
seriously wounded. The knife used by
the murderer evidently had a blade
about one inch In width. This had
been plunged Into Miraael's stomach
with great force, making a wound an
inch and one-ha- lf
wide, but at least
twelve Inches cteep,' passing through
the walls of the abdomen and the Intestines, and penetrating the liver and
gall bladder, severing an artery and
causing internal hemorrhage from
which Mirabel died about 10:30 o'clock
this morning, after every effort had
been made to save bis life by performing an operation.
Du Bois' wounds were dressed and
9t 4 o'clock this afternoon he was
resting very easy, although the wounds
are still considered serious and may
yet result in the unknown assailant
becoming a double murderer.
Makes Dying Statement.
When It was seen that no human aid
or medical skill could save his life
Mirabel was told that he would die,
and was urged to make a dying statement covering the assault and the
causes, if any, leading up to it, which
he did.
"It happened about 11 o'clock," said
Mirabel, who, although a native, spoke
excellent English.
'Myself and Du
Bois were on our way to a ball w hen
a little tall. man pished out at us from
the dark as we were passing near
Perea's saloon, said 'hello,' theu, without any further word, provocation, or
anything, stuck a long knife Into my
stomach. I fell and Du Bois came to
help me when the fellow HUatkec) him.
He was slender, tall and young.
He
had a dark suit of clothes ami slouch
hat on. I know him bv sight and
would know him again if I met him,
but I don't know his name. This is
the truth and all I know about it. 1
don't know why he attacked us."
Mirabel Dies From Wound.
Shortly after making tala dying
statement Miraliel expired. Du Bois
does not know who the man was nor
why he should have attacked
his
friend, Mirabel, but attributes the assault on himself to the fact that tie
went to MJraltol's assistance.
He
thinks he would know him again If he
should see him.
All the remainder of the night ann
today deputies scoured the country in
and around Old Albuquerque, but as
yet have not succeeded in arresting
any one connected with the crime, or
any ; ne upon whom suspcion might
rest.
No Clew to Murderer.
As there is absolutely no clew to
the assailant or the m nive for the
attack, the police are at a loss where
to look tor tne murderer, and as
Mirabel Is dead, and Dn HoH unable
to describe the man other than very
vaguely, it seems possmle that the
case may develop ' no one of the many
"mysteries" foiim ill police annals.
The remains ot Mirabel have been
removed to Borders' undertaking establishment, fr ni which place they
will later be taken to the home of his
parents, residing in Old Town, near
the Porto Rico saloon.
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A CHANGE OF FEARS

'FRISCO, BUT

IN

FLOP 'OF THE
STRANGE
MORNING JOURNAL. AFTER
DELEGATE ANABUSING
DREWS FOR OVER A
YEAR.

By E. H.

THE

.

From the I.as Veg? Optic.
Delegate Andrews was successful
In securing a generous appropriation
for a public building In Albuquerque
In the last moments of ihe session of
congress which has just closed.
Commenting on this fact, the Albuquerque Journal gays tliat It was "an
achievement under the circumstances
or
case such as Is rarely equaledmember of c.nl.y any
Kress, much less a. VO'eless delegare
This is extremely magnanimous
he Journal, and doubtless the veo- f Albuquerque who have been
lle
reading abuse of Delegate Andrews in
the columns, both news and editorial,
half
of the Journal for a yenr and
iast, ate somewhat startled at the
admission of the Journal. Now we
"wonder why does the paper not have
the courage of Its convictions.hag Why
calldots It change its tune? It
ed Delegate Andrews every name in
he calendar. It has ridiculed him.
maligned him, sneered at him. and
shouted with glee ever the financial
roubles which overtook Mr. Andrews Just at the beginning of his
term in congress. From the day thatMs name was mentioned fls a candithe
Anu for delegate, throughout
sessions of the memorable convention
iwhlle its beloved Jlodey was getting
ready to anatch the delegatesh:p from
Mr Andrews bT an independent race
after he entered ccngress, when misfortune overtook him, while he was
(working to the best of his ability to
secure various boons from congress
for Albuquerque, the Journal kept up
col
It abuse lioth In its editorial
nmiu and In Its "humorous" column.
which is dedicated particularly t o the
abuse of everything connected wnn
last territorial administration.
Now do we discover one word of
eixjlogy to the delegate, after the
nost successful record of any dele
gate in. congress, culminating In 8
etrpnt arcomDllshmeut for Albuquer
mid which he has chosen for tils
homo nwn?" No. not one. The
Journal's long suit Is the tendency of
mankind to forget. It slanders and
uI.iibos men in public life, ana when
it nn Innerer dares abuse them, for
whatever reason, it quietly shuts up
That is what it is doing in Senator
Andrews' case. It is true that memory is somewhat short lived these
days, but the people of Albuquerque,
Jthe republican party of New Mexico,
and Delegate Andrews himself, have
'scarcely yet had time to forget the
abuse' which the Journal has heaped
iirwn tho delesate for a rear and a
.half past.
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A COWBOY HAD A
DAUGHTER OF O. A. LAR- NARROW ESCAPE
RAZOLO DEAD AT LAS VEGAS
Fletcher Messingale, an employe of
Little Josephine lArrazolo. daughter of Hon. O. A. Iarrazolo, died at 6 the Diamond A Cattle company. Grant
o'clock yesterday morning at the fam- county, had a narrow escape from beily home In Ias Vegas, aged nearly ing seriously hurt by being thrown
II years. Blight's disease is assigned from a pitching horse while doing a
as the cause of death, after an illness preliminary Fourth of July stunt on
of about two months. The child had Broadway In Silver City. While lying on the ground the horse kicked
never enjoyed rugged health.
at him viciously, and barely missed
Josephine was a sweet and attractive girl. Her young life had been catching him full in the stomach. Forfraught with sickness at Intervals ever tunately he escaped with only a few
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GAMBLING

Old Chronic Sores.
As a dressing for old chronic sores
there Is nothing so good as Chamberlain's Salve. While it is not advisable
to heal old sores entirely, they should
be kept In good condition, for which
this salve is especially valuable. For

TV'-

I
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THIS SH.aCK
NEW MAUFACTURINtr PLANT iN 'FRISCO.
SHEET METAL WORKS NOW IN ACTIVE OPERATION.

IS

sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has
no superior.
For sale by all druggists.

;
.

t

f

o

2$
'TO LEASE" SIGNS ARE NUMEROUS ALL OVER 'FRISCO. MANY OF
THE BEST BUSINESS LOTS BEAR THE LEGEND.

71

was apprehended

that serious labor trouble
in Clifton.

Steeir

work but eight hours, though their
have been cut from 10 to 25
d
cents per day. This will add
more men to the payrolls in the
mills and smelters of the various com- panles.
It was thought the miners would
ask for Increase in wages, but so far
they have made no demands on the
company. The citizens of the district
are pleased that the trouble has been
settled without a general

With Meals
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Santa

Fe Central Railway System

f
8UN8HIN6 ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship ticket to all pan
of the World.
Connection at Torrance, N M, with th El Paso ft Bouto western,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with th Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Sant
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of paasengen and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
g B. 3RIMSHAW.
W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gn. Mc
0
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Trea
A.LYNG,
J. P.
L. GRIMSHAW
City Frt. and Pass. Agt
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Aft. C
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M. 15

Summer Rates West
ou 8iiouii plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon
Li!eral
and Petrified Forest.
limit and stopovers.
$36
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
$45 '
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick- jn sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
July, August and September.

RATES TO THE EAST
SPECIAL
is the time to take tuat trip back home. Take advant-

Now

age of the low rate to the east. Tickets on s!e at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
$55.35
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$47.85
ST. LOUI3 AND RETURN
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal point in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
IncluInclusive, and July
Wyoming: June
also June
sive; also July 19, 20 and 21. Call at ticket office and we will help
you plan a trip. Below find rated to a few of the principal points:
1--

CHICAGO

AND

J.

15, III p
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health inspiring, appetizing, nourishing the

beer must be good.

Blatz Wiener beer possesses every element of beer quality. Its very fragrance and "body" suggests at
once the honesty of its ingredients. The Vitality of the
malt and the aromatic properties of the hops are manifest in every glass. The Blatz method of preparing the malt and
original style of brewing accomplish certain results peculiar to
Blatz Beers this is the secret of 'Blatz character.

CITY.

Abraham, proprietor of the
'.'roadway hotel, Sliver City. Is short
nearly 40u as the result of a bold
theft committed the other morning.
Mr. Abraham opened the safe In the
hotel for the purpose of obtaining
.Homo article therefrom, and In so do
ing took the cash drawer from the
siife, placing It on the top of the same
When he closed the safe he forgot to
return the casn drawer to Its proper
i:'.ce and left it where he had placed
i!. A little later on he recalled his
oversight In the premises and return
money away, but found
ft to itputwasthegone.
loiter In the day
thin
the empty box and some personal effets were found in another part of
Ihe hotel, but the money was S'ne
There is absolutely no clew to the
thief. Someone wbo came along raw
the box standing where ii was and
took its contents with him.

'

Wiener as a Table Beverage

MILWAUKEE

-

The hop bitters act as an appetizer and digestant and the malt is nourishing and "foody."
The result is eminently satisfying. Nature knows the value of Blatz Wiener as a dietetic.
Intelligence fosters Nature's demands. As a culinary adjunct Blatz Wiener is the beverage
par excellence. It gives you that well fed feeling. Order a case sent home.

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO.

MILWAUKEE

A

of trouble to contend

1

$51.50
$46.50
$48.61
$39.00

RETURN

ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
Return limit of all ticket. October 31.

'

A

COUNTY

CARLO

nltiracln

t

T. E. PURDY, Agt.

itiA tiiUioa.

"lEEfiag
STERN, SCHLOSS & CO., Wholesale

Dealers,

Telephone-Automa-

tic,

Ml

BONDS

Notice is hereby given that sealed
bids will be received by the board of
cuinty commissioners of Torrance
county, In the territory of New Mexico, at the office cf the clerk of the
board In Estancla, N. M.. up to 12
o'clock, noon, on the 15th day of
August, 19(6, for the purchase of
$7,(Ki0 of court house 'uonds and $5,0o0
of current expense bonds, which
bonds will be payable at tae office of
the county treasurer of said county,
or at sucn place In the city of New
York as the officers Issuing the same
may direct, and shall be payable at
the option of the county at any time
after the expiration of twenty years
from the date thereof, and absolutely
due and (payable at the en4 of thirty
years after said date, with interest
at the rate of 5 per cent per annum.
payable
in the months
of Julv and January of each year.
Each bid must be accomoanled with
a certified check, payable to the order
of the chairman of the board of coun
ty commissioners of Torrance county
for the sum of $250, to be returned in
case the bid is not accepted or in
case the bidder shall take and pay
for said bands if his bid is accepted,
and the 1oard reserves the right to
reject any or all bids.
By order of the board of county
commissioners of Torrance county.
JOHN W. CORBETT,
Chairman of said Board.

sary materials and labor required to
construct and complete a brick ware--,
house with freight elevator and dec- trie light, at the Albuquerque school,
New Mexico, In Btrlct accordance with
plans, specifications, and Instructions
to bidders, which may be examined
at this office, the offices of The Citizen, Albuquerque, New Mexico; the
New Mexican, Santa Fe, New Mexico;
the Republican, Denver, Colo.; tne
Arizona Gazette, Phoenix, Ariz.; tne
Builders and Traders' Exchange, at
bt.
Omaha. Neb., Milwaukee, Wis.,
Paul, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.; tne
United stateH Indian warehouses at
Chicago, in., St. Louis, Mo., New York,
N. Y., Omaha, Neb., and at the school.
Proposals for Wood and Hay. Alapply to buquerque, New Mexico, June 23.
For further information,
Charles H. Dickson, supervisor in 19U6. Sealed proposals, plainly markcharge, Albuquerque, New Mexico. C. ed on the outside of the envelope.
V. Larrabee, Acting Commissioner.
"Proposals for Wood or Hay," as the
case may be, and addressed to the
Most
Carry
the
Often
at Albuquerque. New
undersigned
Modest Claims
Conviction.
Mexico, will be received at the InIngun
Maxim,
famous
the
When
dian school until 2 o'clock p. ni. of
ventor, placed bis gun before a com July lu, 106, fcr furnishing and de- carry
Its
stated
llvprinir nt thA Krhnol ah renliired
he
Judges,
mittee of
Ing power to be much below wnat ne during the fiscal year ending June
felt sure the gun would accomplish. 30 la0-- j aMUt 75 cords of wood and
The result of the trial therefore was- 70 tons pf bav a4 er Bpepifleatlons
a great surprise, instead of disap- obtainable at the sctiool. Bidders w...
pointnient. It is the same with thej8tate tne priCe ot tnQ wood anJ nav
The
manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic, to be 0ffCred under contract.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They- Bul1,ijeg ,j0 offered will be suoject to
remof
all
this
boast
publicly
rlglJ inspection. The right Is reserved
do not
edy will accomplish, but prefer to let
reject anv an3 an bids and any
What
statements.
part ot any
the users make the
lf deemed for the best
they do claim is that it will positively miereM3 of tlle service. Each bid
in
the
pains
dysentery,
diarrhoea,
cure
must be accompanied by a certified
stomach and bowels and has never cnecj or dra(t on g0nie l nited Srate
by
all
sale
to
For
fail.
been known
deiosi;ory or solvent national bank
druggists.
'iu the vioinitv of the residence of
made payable to the orThe firm selling such goods as the the bidder,
Commissioner or Indian
of
the
der
Kimgenuine Chickerlng, Everett,
Affairs,
least 5 per cent of the
for
at
ball pianos and others, need not boast
proposal, which check
amount
the
of
of their square dealings; their goods or
draft shall be forfeited o the Unitspeak for themselves. The most seStates in case any bidder receivlect and latest line of Edison and ed
an award thall fall to execute
Victor talking machines and records ing
promptly a satisfactory contract in
Open evenings.
In the southwest.
accordance with his bid, otherwise,
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
to be returned to bidder. For fur-- i
Twenty Year Battle.
i.er Information, amly 10 the Super
Ai- "I was a loser lu a twenty year bat intendent of U. S. Indian school.
Mexico.
uuquerque.
New
malignant
piles
chronic
and
with
tle
0
sores, until I tried Bucklen's Arnica:
TAKE A PLCNGE
Salve; which turned the tide, by cur-- j
'n the
ing both, till not a truce remains."
SWIMMING POOL.
writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmville, Va.
Best for old Ulcers, Cuts. Burns and 504 North Firtt Street. Open Daiy,
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Wounds. 25c at all druggists.
semi-annuall-

Tl?o)

sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
We are glad to give
them to anyone who is troubled with
biliousness, constipation, or any dis
order of the stomach. Many have been
permanently 'cured by their use. For
sale by all druggists.

app'-ndlclti-

0

PROPOSALS FOR BRICK WAREHOUSE Department of the Interior,
office of Indian affairs, Washington,
D. C, June 27, 1906. Sealed proposals,
plainly marked on the outside of the
envelope, "Proposals for Warehouse,
Albuquerque, New Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will
be received at the Indian office until
2 o'clock p. m. of July 31, 1906,
for

!

'

1

Uver Tablet.

Hard Lot
with, spring
from a torpid liver and blockadml
bowels, unless you awaken them to
their proper action with Dr. King's
New IJfe Pills; the pleasantest and
most effective pill for Constluation.
They prevent
and tone up
the system. :0e a; all

EL PASO, TEXAS.

The undersigned has opened a firstclass saloon, name of which Is the
"Monte Carlo," at 115 W. Railroad avenue, and invites the public to call
and see him. The saloon will be cons
order, and the
ducted in
oest of treatment accorded patrons.
A fine free lunch will be served every Saturday night.
L. YNDA.

bon-vivan- t's

Don't Be Backward.
Do not hesitate
o ask for a free

BOLD
Abe

It is reliably computed that
of all the beer
practically one-ha- lf
consumea in tne wona coaay is
r taken with meals. Whether it be
with the laborer's cold lunch, the
repast or the home
spread," observing ones must concede to good beer, the place it has
won as the nation's health beverage.

AND CHILD

o
ROBBERY IN SILVER

Gen. Pass. AgeaL

first-clas-

n.

DROWNED IN ANIMAS
A special dispatch from Durango,
Mrs: Leonard
dated July 2, says:
Boat and baby were drowned at Cedar Hill. N. M., this morning, while
fording the Animas river.. Mrs. Boat
and her seven children had started
from their ranch, four miles north of
Aztec, for Durango. to spend the
Fourth. At Cedar Hill there Is a toll
bridge across the river, and since the
water has gone down . many people
ford the river to save toll. This Is
what Mrs. Boat tried.
'
Her wagon turned over and herself
and children were thrown into the
water. A ranchwoman who saw the
wagon upset gave the alarm to men
wear by, who ran to the river and res
cued all but the mother and baby.
The mother's body was found a mile
liejow and that of the baby two miles
below, lodged on a sand bar.

R. STILL.

V.

General Agent.'

-

one-thir-

WOMAN

GARNETT KING

MONTE

'wages

shut-dow-

For full particular see any agent, or address

HAS

STOPPED AT ROSWELL
The license on practically all the
gambling games in Roswell expired
at midnight. June 30, and Monday
morning witnessed the closing down
of all such games In RoswAll, says
the Record. The exceptions are two
roulette wheels, one in the Elk saloon,
upon which the license does not expire
until July 14. and the other In the
Free Coinage, the license of which
holds good until July 18. The new
order of things threw quite a large
number of men out of "employment,
and they were' seen about town taking
a vacation. Some of them will go Into
other business and some will go to
other places where gambling is licensed.
The Horseshoe saloon was closed
Monday.
There are now but six saloons in Roswell, and no more can be
Is
established until the population
to ,wo thousand persons for
eqlla
each saioonand there is practically
no 0pPn gambling,

CHOSE THEIR
TICKET AT PRIMARIES
Returns from all the boxes In Chaves county show the result of the democratic primary election held Satur-d- a
yas follows:
County commissioner, first district,
Thos. D. White; Becond district, W.
M. Atkinson; probate Judge, J. T. Evans; sheriff, C. L. Ballard; assessor,
John C. Pecfl. F. P. Gayle for clerk
court, J. Smith Lea for
county superintendent ol schools and
V. R. Kenny for county surveyor hnd
no competitors.
As that county is
strongly democratic these nominations
A Citizen Classified ad is a good
are supposed to be equivalent to an
investment.
election.
DEMOCRATS

would occu
Morencl district, July 1, but
('fortunately all dinerences have been
From this date the Bmelter
and mill employes of the Arizona Cop
per company, Shannon Copper com-- f
pany and Detroit Copper company will

I

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

since Infancy, but she was a patient bruises, and was able to start back to
sufferer and her sad and untimely the ranch early the next morning.
death is deeply deplored.

LABOR SCORES
VICTORY AT CLIFTON
A Clifton, Ariz., dispatch says y For

ome time past

I

therefor, the best. The only way with two through

Shortest, quickest,

trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation Jir
Ing care, chair cart and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time i

d

UNION
!

Rock Island System

J

'

IM1

(

.

1

'

ii

Between the Great Southwest and Kaneas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

S'ttOI

j

X

-x-x-

.

Population Still Dwindling
j
'
i" i
""
appears o me that San Fran'
cisco's population will continue to
$4
diminish for a time, untlll all of the'
surplus .people, without homes "or oc-- j
cupatlons, have disappeared, and then!
there will come a change In the tide
There
of adversity to this extent
will be a general, perhaps a rapid. In-crease In the rebuilding oiwratlons,
afUr some of the Insurance compan-- i
les hafe settled their foonest debts,
and there will be work and a living
tor everylKMly of some kind.
The reminding will 'be along can- tious lines at first, limited to low
wooden buildings, with repairs ventured on the great skyscrapers like
NEW QUARTERS
the Call building, the Flood building A BIO BUSINESS ESTABLISH. VI EN T IX 'FRISCO.
AMERICAN HANK.
OF THE LONDON, PARIS AND
and others whose walls are still!
standing Intact.
The New San Francisco.
from the very nature of things, lie ' cisco who stay with the town through-locateThere will be some concrete connear the Golden Oa.te. Some the difficult years of the
struction, as that is lelieved to be
it will he In Oakland, but I still ' out reconstruction period, will be of
earthbest adapted
to withstand
believe it will he In the old San Fran- - the gritty sort that, make for piogresnj
quakes.
They will gradually
Cisco.
and prosperity.
Gradually, more concrete construe-ticlie joined by new thousands drawn
Will Take Years to Recover.
will je undertaken, If the earth
Such a catastrophe as has over-- i from the eastern states, of that ener-take- n
tremors subside, and at length a new
the city may and probably wiil'getic ambitious type which has done
substantial San Francisco will Injure Its business for many years, so much for the Pacific northwest
arise, planned 'by architects wfoo have until the recovery Is complete, but during recent years,
ever the fear of the earthquake in eventually it will come into lis own
There will be a new San Francisco
tneir hearts.
again, taking the trade to whicli before it becomes a fully developed
It must not be forgotten that the geographical location and natural ad- - San Francisco, probably a better one
city Is the natural gateway ror an unvantages entitle It.
'in many respects, but years must
mense traffic, both on land and sea,
of the people of San Fran-- ! elapHe before it becomes a reality.
Those
and that a large community must,
It

X -- T

(

-x-x-x

Well.

Special Correspondence:
San Francisco. Cat., July 5. Eastern capital is not being offered to rebuild San Francisco. The east has
heard that 104 earth tremors have occurred since the great quake, and
that the number keeps on growing
with the cemlng of ue days.
It
The east is evidently afraid.
seems to want no present investments in a place where the earth
crust. !s so unsettled.
Makes a Dire Prophecy.
And, as though to make the situation more troublesome, the somewhat
reckless prophecy of Prof. Jordan that
San Francisco may some day slide off
from Its precipice Into the deep
watery abyss lust outside of the
Gatei Is being passe(1 on fronl
mouth to mouth, carrying with It dis
quiet and unrest among the people cf
the stricken cry.
That the situation, as a whole, is
still desperate, is shown by 'he con- tant outflow of population from the
stricken city. Every train leaving for
the east, north or south. Is loaded to
its capacity with refugees, while
coming trains bear comparatively
small numbers of curiosity seekers
and men of business.
None of the foregoing statements
are based on hearsay. I personally
investigated these things and can
vouch for their absolute accuracy.

EI Paso & Southwestern System

;!t,;:

:!

1906.

Communication Made Easy

353 r,
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THURSDAY, JULY 5,

CITY IS BOUND TO RECOVER

THE FREQUENT TREMORS SINCE THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE AND
PROF. JORDAN'S RECKLESS PROPHECY THAT THE CITY "MAY"
EASTYET SLIDE INTO THE OCEAN HAVING THEIR EFFECT
HOW THE NEW 'FRISCO WILL BE BUILT.
ERN CAPITAL SHY

TUNE

EVENING CITIZEN.

j

1
THURSDAY, JULY

C, 1906.

ALHL'yUKKgii;
TINTED

DELICATELY
III

li

7jij

e

1

Greatly beautify the home, I
have a large assortment of
LACE CURTAINS, FROM...
70c

In

TAPESTRY PORTIERES,
FROM
$1.75 up.
ALL SIZES OF TABLE
SPREADS, FROM
75c up.

UPI

-

$3.75 up.

New

E. Curtwright. of the secret serv- v.f the main line of
oanta Fe is in tue city on official

I

old-tim-

Tr'"

J. D. EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN

;"e "f ,he buslne88 men "f

C'iftou

cnir,e

i1,',UrW

'l'"ssnger tariff on the

This Strong:

Guarantee

LEADING .COMPANIES IN CALIFORNIA IN 1905.
Business Written From Offio.nl Rpnnri.

ri,i.

-

IZ1

WITH EVERY VEHI
CLE WE SELL.
Any part failing by
moans of defective .
material or workmanhlp will be made road
without expense to the i
owner, Irrespective of,

.

,

II;

F. W. SCHWENTKER, Mgr. for New
Room No. 1, N. T. Armijo Building.

Mexico-A- ri

wwnncn

zona

IRST

Albuquerque

STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Foundry and

Machine Works

HALL, Proprietor
iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars;

'

BuUdI?!?"

Bbbt MU,;

ColnB,M

'"4 ,ro

mrnmmlr
on Mining mnd mill Moehinory
foundry east side of railroad track.

m

wCis

G-nfa-

Bmolmtt

AloiWa.

Third and Marquettt
aflCSBBssW

ifZ

Bain and Old

KlckoryWagons
Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

g

1

otl

If Qualltn
and ivlce la

Thos. F. Keleher

yon
what
want,
n aalf

that youglT

iZZ

"

",on

h.,

FniZZ

you.

J.

KORBER

WE FILL

J"

Z IVltJV
.i.

"

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

ub;i

3'(?nritKr

Muky.::.v.v.

.1'
MnwuuksLV'1-causq1,""'?,

te

EL PASO 7 ALBUQUERQUE 4
l2r

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

F. G. PRATT

j j j

& CO.

COOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3S

Wootlon

i

.

Z

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Price

1

negl!ge3

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Mc-Ive-

j

?"7L
f ""''

Alvqurque,

1

KFOIM

wlUI

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

& CO.,

PRESCRIPTIONS

t

'

a onane

us

to figure

.

Meat Market

.

BK.

Bailding SoppHet

!

Both Phones

McG-innit-

1

IT.

SCREEN DOORS

o,

Z

SsafUnn.

RIO GRANDE LUMBERCfV.

lr

mng

'

,.

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
ur r

Auto. Phone 730 B

traffic officials held In the Island City
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
and also to perfect arrangements for
a transfer that kept l.lm
travelinit as removal to that city with his family.
LIVERY,
SALE. FEED AND TRANSMr. Nixon, however, will not leave
FER STABLES.
the Santa Ke u.itll August 1.
Philadelphia
3
Horses and Mules Bought and ExYESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Batteries
Chesbro and
changed.
BRAKEMAN
MANN DEAD
McGuire and Kleinow; Waddeu anu vain.
National League.
FROM APPENDICITIS BEST TURNOUTS IN THE QITY
sell
reck.
New York, July 7. The morning
Percy Mann, a well known young Second Street, between Railroad and
W. P WMi- Second Game
R. H.E.
.
game scheduled for the New York
Copper Avenue.
ntendent of man formerly employed in the Joyce-Pru- it
r,T;,." ."1"
New
1 con
2
7
York
and Brooklyn National league clubs Philadelphia
store In Roswell, but lately a
Construct
1
.
7
2
cpany.
was postponed on account of rain.
passenger brakeman on the Pecos ValELITE CAFE
Batteries Ortih and Kleinow; Ben- legs amputated a coup e of weSf, a
R. H.E.
Afternoon Game
ley lines, died the other morning after
SchrecK.
der
and
Brooklyn
2 4 0
an operation for appendicitis the day
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
At Cleveland
R. H.E.
:
vmsnea in an
7
3
New York
0
before. HIb death occurred at Ama-rill- WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
1 on the BeIe
Cleveland
341
,8
cutoff,
Batteries Pastorlous and Bergen ; Detroit
fast
Texas,
where
headquarhe
made
nd is expected t n.
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
'
.
2
4 0
ki
and Bowerman.
Batteries
Rhoades and Bemis; the hospital ,n a VerFrtort tiu1e'e8Ve ters, and the remains have been
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
shipped
1. T
to
his
old
Hugo,
home
in
Donovan, Killian and Warner.
Pittsburg
0 1 4
Owen O'Keefe. who was
whee he has a sister. Another sister
Second Game
R. H.E.
Chicago
1
1
1
lives at Ardniore.
Mr. Mann was
Cleveland.
2 8 1 about three months ago whi.e
5 It AM CARPET
CLEANING
Batteries
Leifield and Phelps; Detroit
about 26 years of age, was a highly
. c is. A. yards
1
2
2
EI
at
Paso
nnd estimable young man
Brown and Kling.
TMOmNTON Thm C finer
many
confined to hi. bed for seven
had
and
Batteries
Joss
Clark;
Mullin
and
weeks friend at Roswell.
Second Game
Cleans everything.
R. H.E. and Warner.
He is the
Pittsburg
0 5 2
Moving, pack-inFurniture Man.
The papers have been made
and DEPUTY SHERIFF CHARGED
Chicago
1 10
0
and shipping, unpacking and
forwarded to the main offices out New
Western League.
Batteries Willis and Gibson; Lund- WITH THE THEFT OF COAL
setting up. and is no upstart at
At
Mr
Lincoln
'Keefe
w
?.man8k.
R.
H.
E.
injured
gren and Kling.
Deputy Sheriff E. P. Ella and G. C.
the business. There is no other
"K
th nn r .
9 16 1 -Barry of Naco, Ariz., have been arAt St. Louis
R. H.E. sioux City
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
i lighting on the" back
Lincoln
5
...
hid.
n
At rested, charged with the theft of Z.
St. Louis
0 5 3
737 South Walt.,. Btxt
the time of the accliWt ho ....
Sawyer.
Batteries
Corltett
and
Cincinnati
12 12 1
xxxx-xx-xthe brake on the car which $5,(Kio worth of coal from the El
fning
Hess;
Eylor
and
Zlnran.
Batteries Thompson and Grady;
railroad at Naco. The
and caused him to lose his bal- - period
Second Game
R. H. E.
Weinwr, Chech and Livingston.
of their alleged thefts covers
Lincoln
4 16
2
two years. Barry Is a coal dealer and
Second Game
R. H. E. Sioux City
5 13 i WOULD
In this manner kept the stock un by PAINTS, OU.S.
St. Louis
2 1(1 1
NOT APPEAR
VARNISHES AND
Batteries
Jar-rot- t
McKay
Zlnran;
and
getting It from Ells, It is alleged, for
1
Cincinnati
3 0
AGAINST TRAIN
BRUSHES.
and
Mess.
Batteries
less
than
Deputy
Beebe and McCarthy;
the
railroad
It
Leather,
could
deliver
Sheriff W a
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
At Omaha
r. h. E.
Ewing and Livingston.
If the railroad got It for nothing. The Dusters, Whips,
Axle Oils, etc. PalOmaha
l 6 2
case
At Boston
was
up
R. H. E. Des Moines
by
worked
m
a
metto
Roof Paint; last five years and
He Infurn.ed us Hutntlfa Ttin
2 12 1
.
. ... I railroad
Boston
3 10 0
case against the
",a"
i
i'"eu lor stops leaks. Cas'u paid for Hides and
DodKe antl H618. C'c- - ' that
Batteries
Philadelphia
2 10
3
Cananea
c- ..
who
kicks
wan,e.
. ,relp"r:
teFi
from
on
and
there
Pelts.
- Batteries
Young and Brown; Lush t'tte an u.
Icharce of - " '.IB. ...Mr",Dt
""count of shortage' led to 1nvestlain
.
408 WE8T
I
RAILROAD
in fnifi, JUS
AVENUE.
Second Game
R. H. E. berth
and Dooin.
which
began
year
aeo.
a
of
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Twelve
lady near Flagstaff, had
Omaha
2 2 3
Second Game
R. H. E.
of
are
coal
oeen
as
held
evidence.
dismissed, as shB hurt
n,.,.
Des Moines
THIRD STREET
3 9 1
Philadelphia
5 13 1
Batteries
Sanders and Gonding;
eecao8urLml W0"'d DOt ,ppear ',e,0,'e SANTA FE ORDERED
Boston
0 6 1
STEEL POSTAL CARS
Sparks and Donovan; Miller and Hogriever.
Batteries
Announcement is made that the
INCREASES THE LIABILITY
Lindaman and Brown.
American Association.
Santa Fe has an order placed for All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
OF ARIZONA RAILROADS ,1,1
At Toledo
.
Steam 8aussge Factory.
new
additional steel under
law
American League.
passed
by
congress
1 4
Toledo
Z have a
vultnme postal cars. Recently an or-far
At Chicago
R. H. E. Indianapolis
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Chicago
d, number of these cars Masonic Building, North
0 1 3
At Louisville
a' the
Third Street.
maae
8
experiment,
,
and
"fe
.
it
St. Louis
3 4 1 Louisville
Arizona
law,
which
thaVa!V,ee.K
Batteries
Walsh Patterson and Columbus ::::::.:.V".'
6
employe of a common carrier ca not
Sullivan; Pelty and Rlchey
car9(1hernfore
Second (iame- - in
recover
Colnmhim
or
R. H. E.
second Game
THE CELEBRATED
fce reP'
:
fellow
"y
those of steel
71ih'
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rs,wI1'
Chicago
u
svnw
5
9 0i
a
servant,
iwnv p ,lttl tierK8
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hoi-- .
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St. Louis
1
Tombstone Prospector.
8 3
At Minneapolis
.
It i,.";
P'ace on any
Batteries
ZJ""BL
s W1" a,so knock out that statute limit 7 ,
Altrock nd Sullivan St Paul
Howell and Hlckey.
"
to $5,000. Hereafter it l nowfhlt
"?'f " t,hrea,ene'l nl "8"y
Gamell
At Washington
R. H.E.
The
Washington
8 13 0 M.nnVatiV-::::::::::;-:::::::::- :
o'that 811 8U8 against common carHers Itl "3U7 l" BerlUa c;lrtPt8a ,,ro,ectIwn
wm be b
BBtJD
1
9 4
1
omerwise obtainable.
Batteries Patten and Wakefield;
courts.
At Milwaukee
Dineen and Armbruster.
A Tragft Finish.
2jNIX0N.s SUCCE8S0R WILL
Second Game
R. H. E.
A watchman's neglect permitted a
wBE
E.
Washington
MAXSON leak in
3 6 2
Bottled In Bond.
.
Second Game
great North Sea dyke,
Boston
Beaumont. Texas, which a the
0'8ayg
1 Kansas City
9 14
child's finger could have stopE'
Maxson.
superintendBatteries Hughes, Falkenberg and Milwaukee
A
9:
ped, to become a ruinous break, deHoydon: Young and Peterson.
Game awarded to
vastating an entire province of Holand nen- land. In like manner Kenneth
At Philadelphia
R. H.E.
of
1
City's
to
r,
Empire.
declston
New York
1
8 2 abide by the
Ihe Gu'f' Colo,ado &
of
of anceboro, Me., permitted 'a
Distillers.
little cold to go unnoticed until a
Reliable Information announces Mr. tragic
FRANKFORT, KY.
finish was only averted by Pr.
Maxson's appointment to the highest
position of the Texas lines of the 8an- - rwingsisew Discovery. He writes:
inree doctors gave me up to die of
. ,
ta Fe Mr M.van. i.. .
MELINI & EAKIN
inns innammation, caused bv a neWAS THE RESULT OF THE IN of the El Pa3 boys.
-.
P- P-Hglected cold; But Dr. King's New
can aain boast of
team- - com- - 2
Sole Agents.
ABILITY OF THE BROWNS
ai uaiveston, who Discovery saved ray life." Guarposed of Kentleunn. Th
I "2 "1
mnt
local ."Z1
r the road there. anteed best cough and
TO SOLVE RIORDAN'S
!a little, off at tlmM rr 7 Z'Z " T,
M. M.
cold cure, at
"
knowledge of the game, rather than the ni,rnr,K
all druggists.
Antomiatlc Phone, 199.
50c and vl.00.
SHOOTS AND VARITrial
.
r . ,i71' 1
'
bottle free.
at any attempt to give the visitors,
"U'"B " """"8
OUS SLANTS.
tne worst of it.

ll

fully protects you ss to quality. As to nrW. v.,
.T
vura va uuo
"
'
sanin prrto nf n.
Our repair shop is In the hand, nf gbiiv.j
. ... ,
j
wlln
all necesrarv
","p.pea
for doln. hl hi.-- .. ".",r"u.
up- -'
Vl
.,"u"
hoisterlnt. trin
uiri'rr1
.ri- - miiK
uu, wrua or ran.."P'nng,
a

i.

tr

"llu1Z''

lhe Santa Fe'
Wch
went intj effect July 1.
,tr'V,er"- - Picu irl?the
,H,ln,s out wwt. The
rl V
geles wasrin5f.Alb,1!,Uerque to l
An"
the new rate

STREET

- -

8. TUPPER, President.

t.,..- iuuus
trial Insurance.
Company.
Amount.
Premium.
'Pacific Mutual
.$10,550,735
$464,139.00
New York Life
.
6.740,291
, 276.618.00
equitable
.
3,148,930
121.163.00
Northwestern Mutual
.
3,020,300
109,797.00
MutuaJ Life
.
,4,800,535
118.064.00
Metropolitan
.
2,287.911
78,457.00
Tne Penn Mutual ...
.
1,601.830
5,774.00
Mutual Benefit
.
1,478,550
63.401.00
....
Aetna
.
1,429.050
60,284.00
Union Central
1.406,345
36,828.00
State Life
1.276.345
35.878.00
ana Trust
1 129 665
iite
39,436.00
NOTE Pacific Mutual paid for basis enly
home
"1Hiak8 we
y institution
u0n, at
- ,a
life.
,
'"-'i" oe policy, write for particulars
Agent
wanted.

W. H. Hagan. an
e
employe
of the Santa Fe. who later developed
in to
successful miner and stock-- ll
ln
minR the other day
shading hn
with old friends. He

OF
ASSORTMENT
CARPETS AND RUGS.

'

Mutual Life Insurance Go.
WILBUR

business.

LARGE
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OF CALIFORNIA

T. I). Allen has accepted a position
the local baggage room.
I-

ROPE PORTIERES,

BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

r.Pacific

RAILROAD

DRAPERIES

KV.,M.,i

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

AND

Groceries.
Orders Solicited.
South Second

Myer,

Real Estate

Staple and Fancy

Ranches

Hillsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

&

RENTALS

and

Farms

Best on
Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

Free Delivery.

Street

OCOCOXXXXXOCOOCOCXXXXXX3il

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated;

line and gas stoves repaired.

gaso

Next to Walton's drug store, SoutU
Third 6treet.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Annljo Building.

Lucero

Tn Am

UP TO DATE SIGNS

Suffered day and night the torment
The inability of one bunch of ball
riONKC BAHCTY
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
players wearing brawn to solve the of itching piles. Nothing helped me
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
0. W. Strong's Sons
puzzles or one bronzed lad named until I used Doans Ointment, it
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Riordan, brought defeat to All.uquer- - "rf!d me Permanently." Hon. John
STRONG BLOCK.
que yesterday by a score of 7 to 4. R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
rmm
The fray took place on a ninety-foo- t
INMUKANCK.
The picnic baskets for sale at the) COMBIN
We desire patronage and we guarsquare, mealy piece of ground, at
Secretary Mutual Building Aaaoe)a
antee first class baking.
Washington park. El Paso. In the Mcintosh Hardware company'e store: TWO SIGHTS
tlon. Office at 217 West Rattroevt
SOLID
S07 South First Street. Albuquerque.
presence of alout 2,500 people, half re Indispensable foi outing partirj
avenue.
tXNS. NOTHING TO '
of whom paid at the gate and the
INTLWILi.tHarsh
am
physics
x
APAKT.OR
i
react,
i
weaken the
other half peeped through tlie cracks
M. DRAGOIE
WITH THE
of a lattice fence which surrounded bowels, cause chronic constipation.
Superintendent
Dealer ln Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Falrvlew
and
Regulets
iDoans
operate
easily, tone
5ICHT.
the ball graunds and race track com
Dealer In
Grain
and
Fuel.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MANUFACTURED BY THE
stomacn,
cure oonxtlnniin...
bined. The races, which formed a tne
,
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
I
.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
A.,,,
ul
mem.
u,,,kb'si iur
part of the sporting events at the
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
and Cigars. Place your order for
MONUMENTS
Croctrles,
Cigars
and Tobacco, n4
park, and which drew 50 per cent of
AlBUQUEROUE
Try a Citieen Want ad.
this line with us.
N.MEX.
All Klnda of Freeh Moat.
N, Second 8L, Beta Phone.
the cate rocelnts. were of a vorv tn-- l
300
North
Broadway,
A
fprtnr nnalftv
r
corner of Waal
r,aok1.
..d m
NORTH THIRD STREET.
lngton avenue, Albuquerque. N.
neia or auaira tormea tne extreme
outfield of the left garden, and toward
Hiis the El Paso
directed their fire. Hale was permitted
to fish in this frog pond for three in-- '
nlngs, and then Ortiz was given a
turn at the sport. No less than six
-long drives were fished from the ponu.
and several of them counted scores.
But what was sauce for the goose wasf
sauce for the gander. Graham hit onej
into the ipond and circled the bases,
while tile sphere was being fished
out. The Brown in the right Held also
pulled down two very difficult catches.
Graham also made two of the seven
hits Albuquerque got during the game.
Cut-o- ff
While the Browns were ge'tlng sinales in 3 very scattering manner, Ell
plied up thirteen hits, four of
hem twbaggers, and they came in
minches. Gallegos had neither con-- !
trol nor speed. When he struck Me
ball over ;h? home l.ase it w as hjt,
nmi when he didn't put it over, the'
ba ter either got hit or walked. Fouri
dead la!ls and two bases on balls'
counted materially In the score niak-- !
Of Lew business sod residesre lots, size 25x142
ing for the victors. Ncy hid two er-- i
feet, laid out w tb Kdd 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lakii anil nnhllfl nark
rors at first and Clancy had one while
IHOO; churches, Coromereia! club; a population cf ! "1A
.
.v.j- - .
covering sec nd base, ea-iaoitinu; largest mercantile establishment. ,D New Mexico; th. Belen Patent
of which
ml,V
etc.
iMtiaracte,
Is tb
Beleo
barrel
lart-.-st
w.cVrT hoase. oesii.rV.
r
blpp.ng
Rn
U
point
da
for
'
Bour. wteat, wine. bean, and hay ,n Centra, New
scores,
cisms e (i in counting
hotole.
Mexico.
in
r.itold
,t.
Importance
a
a.
great
c.nnlt' U
cUy
'n the Texas end of the board. El
r
the
Umat4
IL rSBT LIMITED EXPRESS VAIL NP WEIGHT
Paso made two runs, each In the
TRAINS Or THE SANTA rE
rirt, second and fourt'.i innings, audi
,'r"L
to BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
one in the eighth.
'ot cfered are In the center of the elty
Albuquerque got
wen graaea, (msoy of them Improved by
: no ..nrt nr ,r.-(ne run in the second, two in the'
cultivation!
Srat-clasWo
s
ov vera. oru store, r. ircen shop,
i
need a
bakery, tailor ebop, shoo houo, Jeweler, lumkrsf
tc , etc
Alio s nrti-cla- s
fif:h and one in the ninth, and seem-ehof. olaalcj aaiu.
niodern hotel.
to have a chane to tie the score!
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
with two men
n liases and no outs,:
ON EASV PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARIRANTV
when McDonald hit a drive stralir.ii
DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP and PRICES. IF VOU WISH TO
'o the glove of Frank Harke-r- aj secSECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
ond, which resulted ill a double. The
Kanie closed by Cor ha n fouling out
ny inuings:
a

BIFOCUDS

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTAKERS

tot

ao

i

'

201-21- 1

I

7

It

heavy-sticker-

s

OOlIIES

UP CD

TS? SS ILn JSS EST

,

1

EST. Effl
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

j

LacBUd on the Belen

-

of The Atchison. Tooeka

&

N

Santo Fe Railway

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own
the Belen TownsH
i.l
mm&

.

-

Zr.

Z

!

e--

i

t

Kl

2 2 (. 2 it n o l x
1 0 it 2
0 u I)

7

Ji.querqiu' .....
14
Rutrdan t nu k out tea men. while
i.al.rgos nn.'v fanned i. The Browns
recelvtd roya: iivaiinni at Ihehan.ls!

i

fl

JOHN BECKER.

no ofg&ri
Prosidflnt

g

own and Improvement Company
WM.

M. BERGER, Secretary

JJ!1
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the best and finest trout stream In
New Mexico.
rle also stated that
there la much activity In mining, especially In the Burro mountain
Money-Savin- g
and that big wagons, loaded
down with ore and drawn by ten
mules, rolled Into the Sliver City
smelter every day.
Deputy United Stales
Marshal
DAY AND WEATHER.
Office over Mandell'a on Railroad
Harry Cooper relumed last night
and Second
Local showers tonight and Friday; from a trip to the northern part of avenue, between Firstto 12
a. m., 1:30
Hours from
fair and warmer Friday in north por- ttie territory on official business. Mr. atreet.
Cooper says thai It snowed and hail- to 5 p. ni. Auto 'phone 203.
tion of territory.
ed at Lumberton, Rio Arriba ccunty,
SPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE
Dr. Williams ha practiced hia proSPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE
Sunlight today ha been 14 noura on Tuesday, and that bitter cold fession In Las Vegas for the past
REDUCTION
REDUCTION
prevailed.
wtather
one
31
minute
less
or
minutes,
and
seventeen years.
will
moon
full
yesterday.
M.
The
than
Deputy United States Marshal J.
MEN'S
HOSE, BLACK
MEN'S
SUSPEN- at 11:12 toniaht. The weather has Wiley left last n's' t for Demlng on
AND TAN, SEAMLESS,
TICKETS
OUGHT. SOLO
DERS, ANY STYLE,
show
alight
continued cloudy, with
official business,
or'rom Deming Mr.
FOUR. PAIR FOR
AND EXCHANGED
ers last night and plessant tempera. Wiley will go to Silver City to see
2r
STYLE 450. PATENT KID VAMP.
oc
Oftlcm
events
Aisoclstlon
ture all day. The chief
SPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE
about his appointment as postmaster
DVLU KID QUARTER, BIO EYETransaction
curbing cn this day In the past two at that place. Mr. Wiley has not. as
SPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE
REDUCTION
Guarantied
LETS, SILK RIBBON TIES. CUBAN
centuries are:
REDUCTION
yet. resigned his position in the Unit
ves- - ed States marshal s office.
1742
Spanish fleet of fifty-onMEN'S
BELTS.
HEELS, EITHER LIGHT TURN OR
I IB W. R. R. Ave.
ROSENFIELO'S,
FOUR-IN- men,
attempta
sels, with 5.000
BLACK, TAN AND LIGHT,
Joe. E. Smith, of the Socorro Drug
EXTENSION'
SOLE3. PLAIN OR
HANDS. ARE ALL NEW
.
the Invasion of Georgia.
company.
ALLWIDTHS,
Rpemllng
Is
day
In
the
the
CAP TOES. A SWELL SHOE, WITH
GOODS, BEAUTIFUL
1758
Abercrombie and Lord Howe city. Mr. Smith came up from the
"C
PATTERNS,
LOTS OP GOOD WEAR
embark on Lake George against (em Citv this morning, accompany
Tlconderoga and Crown Point, this far his aunt. Mrs. M. AveryJacK-son- ,
SHOE STORE
SPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE
20
S3 50
with a force of 16,000 men.
REDUCTION
who Is en route to her home la
SPECIAL
GREEN TAG SALE
1776
New Haven plundered and pil Boston. Mrs. Jackson spent a year
STYLE 323. VICI KID UPPERS,
'
"EDUCTlbN
laged by the British.
MEN'S
HANDKERin
New
mexico.
WITH PATENT LEATHER TIPS,
1777
Americana abandon Fort Tlcon
MEN S
The Misses Ijoa and May Warner,
CBEDP;J2f'7F AND
HOSE, HAND- FLEXIBLE GOODYEAR WELT EXderoga.
daughters of Dr. and Mrs. J. N.War80ME PATTERNS. LISLE
121
1779 New Haven captured by Gov
No.
West
Railroad
Avanue.
TENSION SOLES, CUBAN HEELS.
HEMSTITCHED,
North Fourteenth street, will
AND MERCERIZED,
ernor Tyron of New York, with ner, 317
SILK RIBBON TIES; A DAINn
tonight or tomorrow for Tor13
8
40c
a force of Heasians and Tories. leave
reon,
where they will visit a
LOOKING SHOE, WHICH FITS PER1814
Americana victorious over Brit month Mexico,
A.
Milton
brother.
with
their
FECTLY, HOLDS ITS SHAPE, AND
ish at battle of Chippewa, In
propriety r of the Warner
why the
Warner,
the war of 1812.
HARD
FOR
UNEXCELLED
IS
Drug company.
such a wonderful success
is
proving
....
No. 424 North Second St
WEAR
Mrs. W. P Strlckler and Mrs. A. A.
Clem and John Ouun. merchant a
Bernafor
morning
Keen
left
this
i.nd mlllerj of Laguna. are In t'iie city
S3 00
lillo, from which Uwn they took the SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
on business.
stage
for the Jemez hot springs. TheyL. R. Babcock. general merchant at
THE RAILROAD
durweeks,
and
be absent several
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Kelly, Sccorro county, waa In Albu will
AVE. CLOTHIER
ng this time Mr. Strlckler will visit
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
querque yesterday.
mother and children at Ixs An Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
his
311,
Auto.,
..HP"WSW"
F. C. Deaendorf, special agent for
Cal.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a the federal land department, ts reg- geles, and his sister at Berkeley.
Mr. Strlckler. will leave for the west
grocer? atore, are aura to bring the istered at the Alvarado.
tonight.
Died, thia morning at 8 o'clock, the
George Parsons, captain of the
right flavor to all dtahei Into which
Mrs.
B.
W.
Mr.
and
infant son of
Santa Fe Central base ball team oi
they enter. Thta Is because we al
of chrlera Infantum.
Sarta Fe, who was In the city yesterway procure the best manufactured.
W. H. i.ahn, iproprietor of the Cer- - day celebrating the Fourth, aays tihat
'
We Had out first what brands are re rillos coal yards, returned last night the Centrals were 'beaten at Antonito
10.
Fe.
U
to
a
Santa
trip
score
by
of
to
Sunday
a
business
from
them,
lnt In
liable and personally guarantee
tne race or ine taci inai
Miss
Bettle Wllley, the school even
got twice s many hits as
teHcher, left last night on a pleasure Santa Fe
the victors. Their dtfeat was the retrip to acuthem California resorts.
.
sult of errors.
Miss Mae Barron and Miss Frances
Tor the position of
examination
An
morning
out
an
for
Borders left this
female),
and carrier,
clerk,
(male
and
near
Jemez
ing In the mountains
will
(male),
Jield
at
be
tie
ieoffice
No. 118 and 120 South Second atreet springs.
in this city on July 28. 1906. For ap- All
Suit Cases and
Twenty-fiv- e
close out our remaining stock
members of the Con pliestion blanks and for full informa
gregational church picnicked at Whit tion relative to the examination, quali
'placed
assortment,
sale
best quality,
have
hand
on
we
on
romb springs yesterday as guests of fications, duties, salaries, vacations,'
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
secre-tHrE. M. Bullard.
lowest prices; don't fail to see them '
i'pjniotlcns, ne... address the
our entire stock of
Mr. tan.1 Mrs. R. A. Frost left last
of Kie board of civil service ex'
before buying-- at
a reduction of
a reduction ofnight for California for a few weeks aminers, at the local postoftlce.
outing to be spent at southern Call
A. J. Frank returned to his home
fornia resorts.
at Algodones this morning- - Mr. Frank
Dr. Charles R. Keyes of Socorro, says that the company owning the
passed tn rough the cily .jib morning brick s.iale beds at Algodones has
line
en route to Boston, where ne Is called been able to declare a second divion mining business.
dend as a 'result of its sale of sha!e
arrived.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bibo and children, to the Albuquerque Brick and Tile
who were on a visit to Los Angeles company. ' 'The
second dividend
inspection.
invite
and other Pacific ooast cities, re- amounts to about 1 per cent of the
total of tne stock issued by the comturned to the city this morning.
so pany.
Benevolent
The
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
ciety will meet tomorrow morning at
Mrs. A. F. Keith chaperoned the
10 o clock Bt the otnce or r, w. following young people on a Fourth ot
80UTH 8ECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
Clancy.
July picnic to Belen: Helen Bearrup,
There will toe a regular communi Eva Dixon. Lassie Keith, Nellie uonaZlrhtit.
cation of Temple lodge No. 6, A. F. hue. Hazel Zlrliut, Gertrude
and A. M., tonight at 8 o'clock. By Edgar Strumquist, Roger Gatlln, B.
order of the W. M. J. C. Ferger, sec Nearson, Wesley Seymour, Charles
Lembke and Rollie Edwards. 1 hey
retary.
jipn Tuesday night and reThe household effects ' of Charles went down
turned to ine city this morninj, and
2
today
Irom
Palmer
incennes,
arrived
CURE BARGAINS IN
at the Commet- lnri., and ir. and Mrs. Palmer have while In Belen stopped
night they nere en- gone to housekeeping at No. loSoutu clal hotel. by. Last young
people of the
the
tertalned
M Arno street.
Belen Cpmmeiclal club. "The young
Dr. Wl F. Swisher of Magdalena, people of Belen are the most hospita
parsed through the city this morn ble we ever saw, ' was what the uuke
SADDLES
)
I 1T7I Y&
lug bound for Denver, where he goes City ycung folks said this morning
to purchase
Instruments with one accord.
electrical
and office fixtures.
t-P ROBE
'fj
Darning stockings is drudgery, and
Stanley B- Weld, the mining en
J
M
giuee, expects to leave this evening so much more to in hot weather. You
AND E T C.
can avoid a good deal of this dis
on a business trip to ixs Augeiea.
M
Colonel Twltchell is down from Im agreeable work by buying our Black
Cat hosiery, because It wears so
Vegas on law business.
H
We are offering aome ery special prlcaa on this line of gooda
Roose well. For nwn, women and children.
Harry
Carter,
F.
President
W
314
aid It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
M
velt'a recent appointee as postmaster 15c to BOn. C. May's shoe store,
Yd
at Las Cruces, has declined to accept West Railroad avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE
CO.
the position. Mr. Carter was not a IX)ST Side curtain to surrey, prolja
candidate for the 'place.
bly in the Highlands. Finder please
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and HarM. Nat'a, of the Electric Supply
address Citizen, M.
company, expects to leave this even
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell
lug for Denver. After a short stay In
SUOf.tRS
in
Denver, Mr. Nash will Join his wife
and Ammunition.
Winchester Rifles, Shot
St. Paul, Minn. He expects to be abWe
moved Into tue Electric
sent from tb.e territory about a month buildinghave
Just across the stret from
Chief Justice W. J. Mills passed the
through the city last night en route
NEW POSTOFFICE.
North First Street
J 1 5,
40 J,
Sotrth First Street
to Engte, N. M., where he waa Joined
We want your business in electrical
todav by Attornev Chas. Snless In wiring, fixtures and supplies.
making a drive to Chloride, N. M. THE SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIC
where they are called on law business
4 CONSTRUCTION CO.,
114 South Fourth atreet.
Attorney W. B. Childers and family
left this morning for the upper Jlio
NOTICE.
Pecos, w'here they have a summer cot
Notice Is hereby given that W. W.
tage. Mri. Childers and daughter will Bacon has withdrawn from the firm of
spend several months in the mouu N. I'each & Co. The business will be
One of the Largest Stocks
tains. Mr. Childers expects io return contlued by N. Peach Individually.
to the city on Sunday evening.
N. M.
OP
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
S. T. Vann of the Central drufc
AT THE
ON DRAUGHT,
store, went to El Paso Tuesday night
Mrs WHITE ELEPHANT.
accompanying
his daugater.
Howard Blair, who went to Bisbee to
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
THE
join her husband who has a position
IN THE SOUTHWEST.
there with a large mining compauy WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Mr. Vann expects to return to the
Our ROUGH DRY work dont have
city tomorrow.
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
WATCHES
Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Copp, who en Co.
CUT GLAUS
RAILROAD AVE.
Joyed their vacation at silver City
CHINA
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
and on the Gila river, returned to the
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clock, Silverware. We lnrlte
city this morning. The doctor says Monday, and get la back Wednesday.
Fine Watcli Repairing a Specialty
Cor. Second and Gold
WHITING BLOCK
he found fishing gocd on tho Gila Imperial Laundry Co.
your trade and guarantee A 8QUARE DEAL.
and that, according to his idea, it I
8e the picnic baaketa In the Mcintosh Hardware company'e display
window.

'tsssaaemi

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.

LOCAL, AND

dis-trlr- t.

PERSONAL

Who Ever Heard of Such
Bargains as These Before the

GREEN TAG SALE

LOW SHOES
FOR WOMEN

T

-

R.R.

e

T

T

WM. CHAPLIN'S

MS! Fine Shoes

-

T

HSTMrur'4,

London Club

NOBODY

LIVERY COMPANY

green tag sale

J11'1

SIMON STERN

a

The Golden Rule Clothing Store

Le-bo-

Store for Style, Service and Saving

The

STRAW HATS

F. F. TROTTER

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags
Trunks,

To

Bags

largest

Straw Hats

y

at

The Hickos - Maynard Co.
Pickard's Hand
Fine new
Painted China just
your
We

-

Call and See them

See Window Display

n

CrCreooooeaeo

Whitney Company

XXXXXXXXXXXXX'XXXXXXX!

I
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Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

-

.

HARDWARE

LUMBER,

CEMENT,

Wagons, Mead Hay
Guns

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

U3,

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

mm

Albuquerque,

Diamond

403

M

HOF-BRA-

Palace

& Son
JEWELERS

S.Vann

DIAMONDS

A

uiin g Tfqus
12 fw

Made of light wool crash and nobby light
flannel, just the thing for hot weather; pair

8CREEN TIME 13 COMING.
Window acreena, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
We are making window sereena all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot A
or
screen door,
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screep doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING

MILL CO.

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company'e store
are indispensable for outing parties.

WHITE DUCK TROUSERS
extra well made; per pair only $1.25-$L5- 0
t 9
1

Wmtt Gold

0

)

E

192
L. WASHBURN CO. (I Becond

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka ia the only lime
sold here that wiH not pop, crack or
blister In the wall. See that It Is
specified in your contract.
HAHN

A CO.

See the picnic baskets In the Mcintosh Hardware company's display
window.

.
"

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
IVES, THE FLORIST.

iiittttiriuif ru

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

& COMPANY

Sole fteenls for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
900C0O00wOOO00

See Display

in
OurWindow
oooooooocooo
215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

jj

-

NEW MEXICO
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